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Abstract 

The researcher conducted a pilot project eom September. 1998 until December, 1998 

with children who had athetoid, ataxic, and spastic cerebral palsy. The piio t project 

exarnined how children with cerebral palsy adjust to water and the benefits of 

hydrotherapy for them. From this pilot project the researcher was interested in moving 

beyond the day-to-day observations of the children in the pool, to developing a more 

indepth examination of the experiences of children with cerebral palsy who participated 

in hydrotherapy. This qualitative case study examines the experiences of two preschool 

chiidren with spastic cerebrd paky who participated in hydrotherapy. In this study, data 

was collected through observations, interviews, photographs, and drawiogs. The findings 

indicated that the two children experienced independence, social development, and 

relaxation in hydrotherapy. These themes can be described as being along continua and 

the children' s experiences in hydrotherapy reflect points along these continua 

Contextual factors which influenced the chiIdren's experiences in hydrotherapy are 

identified. Factors that contributed to both positive and negative experiences in 

hydrotherapy are discussed. A hydrotherapy scale h& been designed which can be 

completed by physical therapists, children, or parents of participating children eveiy four 

weeks. The purpose of the s a l e  is to provide physical therapists with an understanding 

of the chüdren' s experiences in hydrotherap y. Recornmendations for fùture research are 

also suggested. 
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CHAPTER 1: THE PROBLEM 

Doctors generaily recommend hydrotherapy as part of physical activity programs 

for children with ail types of cerebral palsy. This is because it is a form of therapy that 

dows children to move their limbs through a range of motions, thereby preventing 

contractures and joint limitations. Children can ais0 increase their strength, endurance and 

irnprove their motor development skills such as coordination. In addition to orthopedic 

and motor developmental benefits, hydrotherapy may have psychologicai and social 

benefits for children with cerebral paisy. Psychologid benefits that have been idenfified 

include improved mood and edmced sefiesteem. Children with cerebral pdsy benpfit 

sociaüy through interacting with others to enhance a broader repertoire of social skills 

(Huberman, 1976; Peganoe 1984; Sherriil, 1993). 

Cerebral palsy is defhed as a nonprogressive motor impairment syndrome that 

results fiom lesions or anomalies affiecting the immature brain. The injury can occur 

before birth, during birth, or withùi the first few years &er birth. There are three m;iin 

types of cerebral palsy : spastic, athetoid, and ataxic (Beaver, 1 98 8). This study will focus 

on spastic cerebral palsy. 

Spastic cerebral paky ïs the most common type of motor disorder in children with 

cerebral palsy. There is damage to the cerebnun of the brain that controls muscle tone 

and movement of the arms and legs (Blencowe, 1969). Damage to the brain interferes 

with messages fkom the brain to the body, and fiom the body to the brain; thus movements 

are a slow and uncoordinated (Beaver, 1988). As well as causing movement disorders, 

the seventy and location of the brain injury can cause other conditions such as seizures, 



1earnIng disabilities, vision problems, speech impairments, and hearing impairments. Ail of 

these conditions &ect children with spastic cerebral palsy physicalty, psychologicaily, 

socially as weil as aEecting their motor skills. 

Orthopedic Problems for Children with Spastic Cerebral Paisy 

Children with spastic cerebral palsy experience orthopeclic problems such as 

decreased strength and range of motion. Olney, MacPha.3, Hedden and Boyce (1 990) and 

Berger, Quintern and Dietz (1982) reported that children with aiI types of cerebrd palsy 

have reduced electromyographic @MG) patterns during gaia d y s i s .  This suggests that 

there was slight muscle atrophy in the children's spastic legs. In addition, M e ,  Reyman 

and Schneider (1979) found that children with spastic cerebral palsy have a reduced 

number and size of type I and type II muscle fibers. Type I fibers are slow skeletal muscle 

fibers and are used for anaerobic exercise. Type II fibers are fast skeletal muscle fibers and 

are used for aerobic exercise (Castle, etal., 1979). The reduced number, size, and activity 

level of muscle fibers creates a situation in which children with spastic cerebrai palsy 

experience muscle weakness. 

Chüdren with spastic cerebral palsy also elcperience a reduction in joint range of 

motion, either because of abnormal muscle growth or as a result of the development of 

muscle and joint contractures. Researchers have demonstrated that children with spastic 

cerebral palsy have exaggerated stretch reflexes. Any stretch that is applied to a spastic 

muscle is rigorously opposed with a jerk that is much stronger and fister tban nomial 

This occurs when there is damage to the motor cortex which makes it diflicult to control 

movements, resdting in the muscles becoming hitable and tight ( G d h ï ,  199 1). The 



muscular tightness prevents the child Eom fùnctioning norrnally. Movement is stïII 

possible but it is rigid and limited because the muscle is maultaïned in a shortened position 

(O'Dwyer. NeiIson & Nash, 1989). 

Muscle contractures in children with spastic cerebral palsy result fkom shortened 

muscle fibers which appears to be a response to prolonged abnormaI functioning of the 

muscles. The muscles become fked in a rigid, abnormal position and as a result there are 

decreases in joint mobility (O'Dwyer, et. al,, 1989). If contractures are no t treated, the 

other soft tissues surroundmg the joints also become damaged Over the, the joints 

becorne k e d  which can r e d t  in problems with functional mobility and positionhg 

(Hoffer, 1 986). 

The spastic deformities can result in fked muscuIar contractures that c m  progress 

to fked joint contractures. EventuaUy, these contractures can lead to progressive hip 

subluxation (i-e., partial dislocation) or dislocation Dislocation or subluxation of the hip 

has been reported in 3% to 59% of patients who have athetoid, ataxic, and spastic cerebral 

paisy (Root & Laplaza, 1995). Pain and fùnctiond problems are associateci with hip 

dislocation and sublwation. Children with spastic cerebral palsy that are able to walk try 

to compensate for their hip dislocation or subluxation by walkmg with an increased lumbar 

lordosis and flexed-hee posture to maintain the tnink over their fèet. This interferes with 

the efficiency of their gait (Hoffer, 1986). The prevention of these hip deformities is 

essential in order to improve the quality of H e  for children with spastic cerebral palsy. 

Children with spastic cerebtat palsy exh.i'bit abnormal gait characteristics. S t r o w  

(1983) studied the gait of children with and without cerebral palsy. He found that children 



with d types of cerebral paky waked more slo wIy with an average cycle duration of 1 -0 1 

seconds whereas chïidren without cerebral palsy had an average cycIe duration of 0.89 

seconds. Strotzky (1983) explained that the slower gait velocity was due to the children's 

restricted stride length. Children with athetoid, ataxic, and spastic cerebral paisy tend to 

have shorter steps than children without disabilities. Norlin and Per Odenrick (1 986) 

suggested that children with spastic cerebral palsy dernomate a prolonged stance phase 

which is the interval when the foot is in contact with the ground. They also concluded 

that children with spastic cerebral palsy have a shortened swing which is the interval when 

the foot is in the air. Norlin and Per Odenrick (1986) explained that children with spastic 

cerebral palsy experience gait disturbances because of their deteriorated postural control 

and balance. 

Social and Psvcholop.ica1 Problems for Children with Spastic Cerebral Palsv 

IR addition to experiencing orthopedic problems, chiïdren with spastic cerebd 

paky may experience social and psychological problems. They are often isolateci fiom 

community and peer-group relationships (Zoerink, 1976). Social-cognitive psychologists 

suggest that chüdren with any type cerebral paisy rnay have deformities m their arms and 

legs. They may be subjected to social stigmatization and lack of encouragement nom their 

peers. Thus, theù social sküis do not develop as they may be fearfid of participating in a 

group setting other than their (Zoernik, 1976). This may fiirther perpetuate the 

children's feelings of isolation (Zoeriaik, 1976). 

Researchers have mdicated that children with spastic cerebral palsy experience Iess 

s o d  interactions compareci to chïidren without disabilities. Jones, Jarrett and Quay 



(1984) conducted a study on children fkom 3 to 6 years of age. There were 56 chïidren 

without disabiiities and 24 children with disabilities- Some of the disabilities included 

cerebral pdsy, autism, emotional disturbances, and hyperactivity. The researchers found 

that the social behviour of children with and without disabilities diBiers in the presence of 

materials such as books, scissors, rhythm instruments, puppets, and bails. It was found 

that children with disabilities exhibited significantly more negative social behaviours than 

did children without disabilities in the categories of music and drama, manipdatives 

(puzzles, lego), and maintenance (toothbrushes, lunch dishes). Dallas, Stevenson and 

McGurk (1993) conducted a study on 64 children with ail types of cerebral paky between 

the ages of 2 to 13 years. They found W those children with cerebral palsy were passive 

and les assertive, while îheir sibiings were more directive. Furthemore, children with 

cerebral palsy tended to adopt the role of the younger child regardes of age or birth 

order and there was more materna1 intervention for them. 

Some children with spastic cerebral paIsy may have to use wheeichaus or walkers 

to move independently on land. Hydrotherapy is an activity that dows cbildren with 

spastic cerebral palsy to move fieely without -ers or wheelchairs. Cbildren with 

spastic cerebral palsy are able to move with greater ease m the pool than on land due to 

the buoyancy, increased resistance, and warmer temperature of the water, This type of 

environment provides a variety of therapeutic bene& such as strength trainmg and an 

increase in range of motion for cbildren with spastic cerem paisy (Highsmith, KayIor, & 

Calhoun, 1991). 



Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to examine the foilowing questions: (a) What were 

the experiences of  preschooI children with spastic cerebral palsy who participated in 

hydro therap y?, and (b) What were the cont extual factors which influenced the experiences 

of these preschool children with spastic cerebral paisy who participated in hydrotherapy? 

I was interested in conducting this study on children with spastic cerebral palsy 

because 1 read a number of quantitative studies on children with spastic cerebral palsy and 

hydrotherapy. The studies focused on how children with spastic cerebrd palsy benented 

orthopedidy and psychologically fiom hydrotherapy. 1 was interested in studying this 

sector of the population fiom a qualifative approach. Through conducting this in-depth 

exploration, the j%dings may contribute to the quantitative literatue on hydrotherapy and 

may help physical therapists and exercise therapists understand hydrotherapy fiom the 

children' s perspectives. 

Limited amount of research. 

There has been a limited amount of research on preschool children with spastic 

cerebral palsy and hydrotherapy. Most literature thai is applicable to the study of 

hydrotherapy and preschool aged children must be extracted nom research based on older 

or younger chüdren, or children without disabilities It is not appropriate to apply the 

research fkom the sh>dies on preschool aquatics for able-bodied chiIdren to preschool 

aquatics for children with disabilities- Aquatic enviro~ients for children with disabilities 

are often used as a d u m  for niovement and sensory stimulation whereas children that 

do not have disabaies focus on skül development (Campion, 1986; Langendorfer, 1989). 



Children with disabilities are taught breath control, buoyancy, and flotation whereas able- 

bodied children work on kicking, diving, fiont crawl and back crawl (Erbaugh, 1986). 

Therefore, fùture studies are warranted on preschool children with spastic cerebral palsy 

and hydro therapy. This study provides a rich description of two preschool children's 

experiences in hydrotherapy. By having a deeper understanding of the children's 

experiences, the physical therapists c m  be more sensitive to the children's needs and can 

change the structure of the sessions for them. 

A qualitative approuch. 

There has been a substantid number of quantitative studies and literaîure which 

have been pubiished on hydrothmpy for children with cerebral palsy. The children were 

descriid in medical and clinid tenns and the researchers viewed the children in the 

studies objective1y. 1 was interested in conducting a qualitative shidy. A qualitative study 

encourages the examination and evaluation of chîldren in a more subjective mauner. 1 

wanted to understand the children's ercperiences in water fiom a naturalistic and 

humanistic context rather than from a medical and clinid context. A qualitative approach 

is extremely important because it assists ad& in providiug the children wiîh enviromnents 

and reiationships that are secure and oppominities for them to learn and explore (Greig & 

Taylor, 1999). 

Definitions 

Aquatics for children with disabilities have been divideci into two groups: adapted 

and therapeutic. Adapted aquatics is the process of teaching aquatic sküls to people who 

have physical d o r  rnultipIe disabBies (Shedl, 1993). These programs are usuaily 



canied out in commufllUfllty settings. The three basic aims of these swimming programs are 

safety, fiui, and changing behaviour of the individual u1 a social environment @ulcy, 

1 983). The staff include adapted aquatic instructors, instructor-trainers, parents, teachers, 

and volunteers (Dulcy, 1983). The American National Red Cross, The Canadian Red 

Cross, and the Young Men's Christian Association are examples of o r g ~ t i o n s  that 

offer adapted aquatic prograrns. 

Therapeutic aquatics has been cailed hydrotherapy. The term C%ydrotherapy" 

cornes fiom the Greek words hydor which means water and therapeia which means 

heaiing. The tenns used together l i t d y  mean physicai therapy in an aquatic 

environment. Physical therapists and their assistants carry out the therapeutic program in 

rehabilitation departments or in other areas of the medical setting (lhdcy, 1983; Martin, 

1983). The specifïc objectives of hydrotherapy may include improving joint mobility, 

increasing muscle strength, and hproving a chüd's motor coordmation @ the pool 

(Grosse, 1985). Children are able to move with greater ease in this type of therapy 

because the buoyancy of the water reduces the e k t s  of gravity on the body. There is 

less weight on the joints and the warmth of the water reduces spasticity m the muscles. As 

a resdt, chiIdren wah cerebral palsy can perform movements in the water wiiich they can 

not carry out on land. 

DBerences ercist between hydrotherapy programs. Physical therapists can çarry 

out hydrotherapy using unique types of  techniques and methods depending on their 

professional trainIog. For example, a physical therapist may choose a general goal 

oriented plan, or a specific approach E e  the Bad Ragaz Method (Campion, 1990). Some 



physical therapists have stnictured hydrotherapy programs and try to achieve the goals for 

the children each session. Other therapists work toward goals within a time fiame of a 

few weeks. Therefore, hydrotherapy includes a variety of activities and approaches. 



CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

Childrea with Spastic Cerebral Palsv 

Spastic cerebral palsy is the most comrnon type of motor disorder in chikiren with 

cerebral paisy. There is damage to the motor cortex of the brain that controls musde tone 

and movement of the arms and legs (Blencowe, 1969). The cornmand to increase muscle 

tone in the muscles travels to the spinal cord via nerves fkom the muscle itself. Another 

command, to be flexible or to reduce muscIe tone, &O travek to the spinal cord from 

nerves in the br- The brain of the child with cerebral palsy is therefore unable to 

infiuence the amount of flexi%Llity a muscle should bave. As a result, the muscles are stiff 

or spastic. Spastic muscles are tight and stin; and have increased resistance to king 

stretched. Tbey become overactive when used and produce clumsy mvements 

(Blencowe, 1969; Holt, Obusek, & Fonseca, 1996). Physical therapy has been directed at 

inh'biting spasticity. Once spasticity is reduced, normal movement patterns can occur and 

allow for more n o d  sensimotor exmences (Gdhnï, 199 1). 

Methods and diamtosina spastrstrc cerebrd - ~aZsy. 

Cerebral palry is dism,osed by Computerized Axiai Tomography (CAT) scans and 

Magnetic Resonance 1 . g  which identify lesions in the  brai^^ These tests 

enable some children who are considered at rkk of having cerebrd palsy to be diagnoseci 

at an eariy age. A majority of parents become concerneci because they do not know why 

their child is not developing at the same rate as his or her peers (McDonald & Chance, 

1964). Many parents have to wait months or years until a diagnosis of cerebral palsy is 

confimied (McDonald & Chance, 1964). The Ontario Federation for Cerebral Palsy states 



that there are no official statistics on the occurrence of cerebral palsy in Canada. 

However, the current figures fkom the United States show that one in every 330 babies îs 

affected every year (C.  Persons, personal communication, September 13,2000). 

Etioloav of  mastic cerebrd a a h  

It is estimated that approximately 90% of d type of cerebral palsy is caused before 

or driring birth. Some of the causes are chernical toxins (eg., dcohol, tobacco), materna1 

infections (e-g., Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome), or injuries to the mother which 

impacts the fetd development (DeLuca, 1996). Premature and Iow birth weight c m  also 

increase the incidence of cerebral palsy, as weil as diflEicult deliveries in which the baby is 

deprived of oxygea C o m n  postnatal causes include brai. infèctions, cranial traumas 

fiom motor vehicle accidents, child abuse, chemicai toxins, and oxygen deprivation 

@eLuca, 1996; She* 1993). 

Hrvdrothera~v for Cbildren with Spasîic Cerebral Palsv 

Hydrotherapy is extremely beneficid for children with spastic cerebrai palsy 

because the buoyancy of the water diminishes the effect of gravity on the body- As a 

result, the overall actMty level can be raised because there is less weight on the joints and 

iess strength required for movements. Children with spastic cerebral palsy can perform 

movelnents *ch may be ficult or even impossible on land (Broach & Dattilo, 1996). 

Since spasticity is Less of a problem m water the children c m  be more relaxled (Beaudouh 

& Keller, 1994). Physicai therapists can inctea~e a child's range of motion, mobility, 

skngth, and mtor coordmation b u s e  they are more relaxai (Beaudouin & Keller, 

1 994)- 



lt is extremely important that children with spastic cerebrd paIsy receive therapy at 

the preschool age (ages 3 to 5 years) because early therapies prevent the development of 

soR tissue contractures, adhesions, and muscle shortening. If proper treatment is not 

given to children at an early age, then surgeries may have to be performed in order to 

reverse the damage (Barry, 1996). 

Langendorfer (1989) indicates that in the United States aquatic programs for 

preschool children with disabilities appear to be relafvely rare despte the increase in 

ppulanty of aquatic programs for preschool chiIdren without disabilities. The Iack of 

programs for preschool children with disabilities resuits fkom several fictors. A significant 

fàctor is that aquatic instnictors have M e d  training and awareness about disabüities 

(Langendorfer, 1989). Aquatic instnictors of children with disabilities do not need to take 

courses or have experience working with children with disabilities in order to become 

certifïed. A lack of training with cbildren with disaboies may result in a lack of 

progranis. Amther reason for the W e d  number of aquatic prograns for preschool 

children with disabilities is that classes for children with disabilities require s d e r  tacher- 

shident ratios and as a result are more expensive to operate (Langendorfer, 1989). Public 

ami private organisrations perceive these programs as king less viable because other 

aquatic prognims can enroll larger numbers and make more money OLangendorer, 1989). 

Orthopedic Benefits of Hydrothempy for Childmn with S~astic Cembral Palsv 

It bas been well documented that hydrotherapy for children wah spastic cerebd 

palsy provides shength training, aerobic exercise, and increases fleniilifi @mach & 

Dattilo, 1996). By practicing muscuiar strength exercises in a hydrotherapeutic pooi, the 



child can increase the amount of force exerted by a specifïc muscle or muscle group 

(Martini, 1985). In a hydrotherapy session, a child can work on muscle strength in the 

pooi by pushing or pulhg aquatic mats. As the chdd increases his or her strength, the 

amount of weight added to the top of the mat c m  increase. Facial weakness can also be 

addressed in the pool as the child blows bubbles with a straw (Hurley & Turner, 199 1). 

Children who have spastic cerebral paky tend to be prone to respiratory infections 

which result fiom disturbances of muscle and conneetive tissue and primarily newromotor 

lesions (Hutzler, Chacham, Bergman, & Szeinberg, 1997). Through participation in 

hydrotherapy, children with spasîic cerebral paisy have been shown to reverse this 

disabhg process and improve theïr respiratory hctions. Hutzier, et aL (1 997) 

conducted a study on 28 kindergarten children with all types of cerebral palsy. They 

concluded that hydrotherapy can bprove respiratory muscle fiinctîons. 

The hydrostatic pressure of the water improves circulation for children with spastic 

cerebral paky. Pascal's law states h t  pressure is equal at a constant depth- Thus, a body 

immersed has nuid pressure exerted on all surhces when at rest at a given depth. The 

participant in water is not aware of the increase in pressure when enterhg the water 

because the pressure is félt evenly on all surfàces of the body (Davis & Hamson, 1988). 

The pressure reduces the spastic rnovements and mcreases the coordination of activities 

that are Camed out in the water (Harris, 1979). 

Through hydrotherapy, cchildren with spastic cerebral paisy can miprove their range 

of motion and prevent contractures. Research indicates that by raising the body 

temperature, acacarity of the gamma fibers is r e d u d  which in tum reduces the activity of 



the muscle spindles which Ieads to a reduction in spasticity (Harris, 1979). Once the 

chiidren are relaxed, flexiiility exercises can be done to improve their range of motion. 

When performing stretching exercises in a hydrotherapeutic pool children with 

spastic cerebral palsy not only improve their range o f  motion, but experience a reduction 

in pain (Broach & Dattilo, 1996). Many people with spastic cerebd  palsy have spasticity 

in the muscles of their arms, legs, and trunk. Spasticity can decrease the speed of 

movement, limit flexihility, and interfere with the deveïopment of  walking. Over t h e ,  

contractures of the joints can devebp fiom continuhg spasticity. The warmth of  the 

water relaxes the muscle spasms and decrestses the semitivity of nerve endings resulting m 

a reduction in pain (Campion, IWO). 

Another orthopedic benefit of  hydrotherapy is that children with spastic cerebral 

paIsy c m  learn to walk, sit, or stand in. the water. The unique advantage of buoyancy 

which water affords serves to reduce the debilitating e E i  of a person's disability, thereby 

fàcilitating many standard movements that are dX~cuIt or even impossible to do on land 

(Campion, 1986). The body's struggle against gravity is dramatidy reduced because 

buoyancy minimizes the effect of gravity. As a wnsequence, the o v d  activity leveI can 

be raised because there is l e s  weight on the joints and l e s  strength required for 

movements (Campion, 1986). Gait training can occur in the water because the buoyancy 

reduces gravity dowing for effortless muscle performance and ease of movements (Meno, 

1998). 

Psvcholoeical Benefits of Hydrotherapy for Children with Spastic Cerebral Pa& 

Children with disabifities enjoy participating in recreationai programs because they 



are fiin and interactive. These types of programs provide t hem with opportunities to 

enhance their beliefi about their physicai and social cornpetencies. The increase in self- 

confidence in the water ofien transfers to other activities in their Me. They are 

psychologidy and physicdy motivated to try new activities and to achieve new goaIs. 

Their mood becomes elevated, which results in greater satisfaction and happiness with 

their roles in life (Broach & DatiIIo, 1996). 

- Hydrotherapy is not only a psychological and physical motivator but it is also an 

emotional outlet for children with spasîic cerebral palsy. It may be impossible for a child 

with a disabjlity to stand up and waIk away or pace back and forth when they are angry. 

However, children with disabilities can express their anger, joy, and other emotions in the 

water. For example, an angry child wÏth spastic cerebral palsy can go into the pool and 

kick her legs and splash the water to vent her fhstrations. Furthexmore, the hydrotherapy 

pool provides an opporiunity for independence while she is tsing to deal with her 

emotions (Boyd, 1972). 

Social Benefits of Hydrotherapy for Childrem with Saastic Cerebral Pa& 

Through hydrotherapy, children with spastic cerebral palsy not only bene& 

psychologicalIy but the interaction wirh others allows them to socially develop. 

Hydrotherapy can be conducted in a group set- or on a one to one basis. There are 

considerable admtages to workmg in groups. The child gains confidence fiom worlang 

with others and develops a feeiing of belonging to a group (Campion, 1990; Ber- 

1991). In addition, the child may develop communication, social, motor, and cognitive 

skills through interacting with other cMdren in hydrotherapy sessions (Hanline & FOX, 



Hydrotherapy also provides chiIdren with spastic cerebrai paky with new 

surroundings to interact with their peers in an atmosphere that is difEerent fkom the 

classroom. This pro vides opportunities for additional positive sociai interactions (Christie, 

1985). When a child is provided with an experience h t  he or she enjoys and is eager to 

engage in, the child will tramfer w h t  îhey have leanied to anoîher setting (Austin, 1991). 

Hydrotherapy can also promote peer inclusion because disabilities are less obvious 

in the water. Water is said to be a "great eq-r" because it is dl8icult to distinguish 

between people who are able bodied and people with disabiiities. Margaiit Somenfield, a 

swimrning coach at Beit Halochem in Te1 Aviv, said, ". . .even peopfe who use wheelchairs 

or use prostheses can feel completely fke inside the water and are able to do a wide range 

of activities and exercises inside the pool" (Tai, 1998, p.2). The decreased stigma of 

having a disability dows the cbiidren to feel comfortabie and relaxed in the pooi. Social 

barners are not present and as a remit children bene&  soc^. 

Motor Deveio~ment Benefits of Hvdrotherapy for ChiMren with Cerebral Paiq 

Hydrotherapy is a valuable actMty for people with physical disab'ies because of 

the motor development benefits. Children can impmve their coordination by participaihg 

in hydrotherapy (The American National Red Cross, 1977). During therapy sessions, 

children c m  develop hand-eye coordination &Ils. Children can participate in exercises 

that develop specific wmponents of a niovement. Evenhialh/, a cchild can link them 

together into one movement (Ekley & Turner, 199 1). 

West (1976) suggests that movement exploration ailows children to develop 



kinesthetic and spatial awareness. Pnest's method uses a pro blem-solving approach to 

teach children movements and concepts in the pool. This dows the child to explore the 

space available, to seek out dBerent ways the body can move in the water and to 

investigate the quality of movements. 

Children who have impaired balance and equi.h'brium difficulties can benefit fiom 

participating in hydrotherapy sessions. The water supports the trunk of the child thus 

improving balance. This support provides secunty and ailows the child to have more thne 

to react to the shift in centre of gravity (Hurley & Turner, 199 1). 



CHUTER 3: THE PROBLEM 

The Context Of The Study 

The pilot pmiect- 

1 conducted a piIot project fiom September, 1998 until December, 1998 at the 

Wyoming Treatment Centre m Saskatchewan. The purpose of this project was to study 

how children with athetoid, ataxic, and spastic cerebral paky adjusted to water and 

whether there were any benefïts for children when participating in a hydrotherapy 

program. Water adjustment has been defineci as a swimmer's adaptation to the 

temperature, buoyancy and pressure of the water (KjEm, Bruno, &Arena-Ronde, 1984). 

The project was conducteci wiîh children aged 3 to 7 years who had various types of 

cerebral palsy. The names of the children and rehabilitation centre were chanped in thiç 

study m order to manitain confidentiality. 

At the Wyoming Treatment Centre, ail of the children who attended the schooI had 

a chance to participate m hydrotherapy. The children were taken out of the ciassroom and 

given one swhmhg session per week for thnty minutes. They worked on a one-to-one 

ratio with the therapists. After the chifdren's sessions, they were retumed to the 

classoom. Eileen, the physical therapisî, June and Donna, the exercise therapists, worked 

with the chiidren in the POOL At the Wyoming Treatment Centre, the physical therapists 

aîtempted to achieve the &ildren7s goais by the end of each session. They would focus on 

specific exercises and m e s  fbr the cMdren to do each session If a child wanted to 

play with a particular toy, the physical therzipist would allow the child to play with Ït. The 

physicai therapist continuecl to conduct the exercises with the child. 



At the Wyoming Rehabilitation Centre there was an integrated approach to 

aquatics. The children7s school was at the same site as the hydrothetapy pool. There was 

a carryover of activities between the hydrotherapy sessions, the occupational therapy 

sessions, the speech pathology sessions, and the school's curriculum. The parents, 

teachers, and therapists met to discuss the goals for each child at the beginning of the 

school year. They designed an individualized program for each child using a personal 

program p h  Each plan addressed the individual's needs in the gymnasium, in the 

c k o o m ,  and in the pool. As the children participateci in hydrotherapy, they acquired 

knowledge and sküls in ail curriculum areas. For example, children leamed mathematical 

concepts whüe filhg contahers with water in the pool or counting the number of ducks 

floating in the pooL Another example involveci a child who needed to work on hand-eye 

CO-ordmation in the pool and in his therapy session on land. In particular, he needed to 

concentrate on leaming how to put objects into containers. In the pool he placed 

different water toys around tbe stairs and collected them to put into the bucket. In his 

classroom, this activity was carrieci out with other objects. 

When 1 conducted my pilot project there were approlrimately 20 different toys in 

the hydrotherapy pooL There were aquatic puppets, mats, shovels and buckets, and water 

guns. The toys were an mtegral part of the hydrotherapy pmgram because they helped 

distract children h m  their fkar of water. For example, at the begimhg of the program 

one cMd was nervous to move around in the water. The physical therapist brought over a 

water puppet for him to play with and soon after he was dïstracted fiom his fear and was 

swimming with the aid of water wings. In addition, the aquatic play instructional 



equipment was used to break up the surface of the water for those children who were 

ovenvhelmed by large open spaces. The equipment floated on the water m order to break 

down the space hto more manageable parts. 

When the researcher conducted her pilot project at the Wyoming Rehabilitation 

Centre, the children were dependent upon the physicai therapists. Many of the children 

had never been in a swirnming pool before this pilot project. Some of the children were 

h o u s  about getting their ears wet or were fiightened that the physicai therapists would 

let go of them and as a resuit wodd clutch the physical therapists tightly- Other times, the 

physical therapists had to place one hand on the children's water wings scr that they 

Through this pilot project, 1 leanied that the children progressed through certain 

steps in adjusting to water and the benefits of this type of therapy. The f k t  step was to 

overcome fear of the water. The second step was to Ieam to interact with the water by 

seeing it, touching it, and moving in it. Children couid relax their muscles due to the 

wamth of the water and alleviate k i r  nervousness. The third step was ta leam to float, 

perfiom swimming strokes, and breathe m the water. 

Most of the children beneMted physidy, socially, and psychologically. They 

hproved their muscuiar strength and endurance as a result of working against the 

mistance of the water. When the children were holding their flutter boards and kicking 

their legs, the muscles in their legs were sîrengthening. They a h  had the opporhmky to 

practice theV communication skilIs with other children In addition, 1 leamed how this 

therapy was conducted on chüdren with athetoid, ataxic, and spastic me- paky. As a 



result of this pi10 t project, I was interested in rnoving beyond the day-to-day observations 

of the chiidren in the pool to developing a more in-depth examination of the experiences 

of preschool children with spastic cerebral palsy who pariicipated in hydrotherapy. 

Theoretical_fiarnework 

In the pilot project, 1 was personally involved with the participants. 1 wam in the 

hydrotherapy pool with the children and conducted exercises with them In addition, 1 

studied the children in th& weekly hydrotherapy sessions and observed thek body 

ianguage and kial expressions as they naturaily unfolded. From this pilot project 1 

foIlowed the theoretical orientation based on an interpretive/constructivist paradigm in 

order to conduct research 'Lnis paradigm influenceci the focus and purpose of this study 

f i c h  in turn detennined the research design 

Interpretive/constnrctivist research tries to understand the complex world ikom the 

point of view of those who live it (Rossman & Rallis, 1998). To achieve this end, resezuch 

is conducted through interaction between the investigator and the participants. The 

research is a product of the values of researchers instead of being independent of them. h 

this study, I tried to understand the children's world through direct contact with the 

children. Each week I participated in hydrotherapy and mteracted with the children in 

naturaI situations. Quakative methods such as interviews, observations, and document 

reviews are typically used m the interpretivefconsüuctivist paradigm (Mertens, 1998). 

The method used in this study that exeniplified this paradigm included field observations, 

inte~ewing, and the coilection of relevant documents. 



A case study- 

This qualitative study used a case study approach to examine the experiences of 

preschool children with spastic cerebrai palsy in hydrotherapy. A case study approach was 

the most appropriate methodology because it allowed me to examine this particular 

situation. The methods that 1 used were observations, photographs, chitdren's drawings, 

and interviews. Once 1 studied this case fkom September until Febniary, 1 was able to 

develop an understanding of the larger phenornenon. I was also interested in studying this 

hydrotherapy program, what it meant for the children to be m that particular setting and 

what factors influenceci the children while they were in that setting. A case study has rich, 

thick descriptions which provides the reader with a holistic understanding of the cMdren. 

Triangulation is a research strategy that was utilized to gain a m e r  understandhg 

of the data cokcted for the study. This type of research strategy focuses on looking at 

the social world fkom many different methods or sources (Mertens, 1998). Graw and 

Walsh (1998) discuss that there are three approaches to triangulation: (a) using many data 

sources across the, space and persons, @) using different ïnvestigators and, (c) using 

multiple methods. For the purposes of this study, 1 compared different sources of data 

collection. I compared the observations, interviews, stiU photographs, and drawings. 

Through triangulation, I was able to ensure tnishvorthiness. Patterns emerged withUi the 

different soutces of data collection This indicaîed that the hndings matched reaüty 

(Cohen & Manion, 1989). 

Assu~~t ions ,  

There are many assumptions when conduchg research using a case study 



approach It can be assurned that case studies have four essential properties: 

(a) particdaristic, (b) descriptive, (c) heuristic, and (d) inductive (Merriam, 1 988). It was 

assurned that this case study was particularistic because it focused on the children's 

experiences in this type of therapy at this site. This case çtudy was descriptive because the 

end product of this study was thick, rich descriptions of the children's experiences in 

hydrotherapy. This study was heuristic because it provided a better understanding of the 

chikiren in the pool as they engaged in interactions with the physical therapists and other 

children in the POOL In addition, it was assumed that this case study was inductive 

because data were collected and then categories, concepts, and hypotheses emerged 

through examination of the data (Merriam, 1988). 

Ttansferaabilitv of data. 

Participation in this study was limited to two preschool chüdren with spastic 

cerelnal palsy who attended a hydrotherapy program. The study was W e d  to only the 

children's experiences in hydrotherctpy and the contexhial factors which influenced their 

experiences m tbis type of therapy. 1 did not assess the children's physical ïmprovements 

such as then increase m strength and flexï'biiity. There are three main types of cerebral 

palsy: spastic, athetoid and atm&. For the purpose of this paper, I W e d  my study to 

spastic cerebral paisy. The primary focus of this case study is not to generalize the 

nndmgs of this case study to 0 t h  cases. The focus of this shidy is to have a deeper 

understandmg of this particular hydrotherapy program. 1 have provided thick, rich 

descriptions of m y  kdings so that the reader c m  make apply the findings to their own 

case. 



Partic-ant selecrion. 

In order to select the participants, the physiczaf therapist in charge of the 

hydrotherapy program informed the physical therap:&ts at Brookshire Treatment Centre 

about this sîudy. The physical therapists contacted the parents of four children who 

matched the criteria of the study. They notified the parents that ifthey were interested in 

having their son or hughter participate in this studx the physical therapists would contact 

the physical therapist in charge of hydrotherapy. Omce she wits contacted by the physical 

therapists, she informed me about the potential partpcipmts for this study. 1 mailed an 

mtroductory letter itccompanying the -en conserrit form to the parents (see Appendix 

A). A telephone c d  fobwed the mailing of the lemers to mtroduce myself to the parents 

and to notify them of the tinie and location of the hyodrotherapy sessions. 

The chikiren selected met the followiag cntexia: (a) were between the ages of three 

to five years, (b) were diagnosed with spastic cerebrai paby, (c) they participated in 

physid therapy offered by Brookshw Treatment k t r e  in Ontario, and (d) they attended 

public school for part of the day. Corey and Mark were seIected as the participants in this 

study. The names of the children, physicd therapists. rehabiIitation centres, and ciîies 

were changed in this study to maintain confïdentialitly. 

Corey was f i e  years old and attended kindergarten in the aftemoons at a public 

schooL Her native language was Cantonese and she spoke few English words. She 

participated in 12 sessions and was absent fkom hydrotherapy for three sessions due to a 

wld and weather conditions. Each session was 30 miinutes long. Corey's parents recalled 



that "she participated in hydro therapy when she was two or thtee years old. S he received 

hydro therapy during schoo l in Hong Kong" (personal communication with parents, 

January 24, 2000). Those sessions were once a week and lasted for approximately two or 

three months. For the next three years, Corey did not participate in swimming or attend 

hydrotherapy. On October 19, 1999 Corey commenced hydrotherapy offered by 

Brookshire Treatment Centre and continued hydrotherapy unt il February 1 5,2000. Duruig 

the time Corey participated in this study she also swam occasionally in the pool in her 

apartment building. 

Mark was tbree years old and attended preschool in the mornings. He commenced 

hydrotherapy on September 27, 1999 and continued until Feb- 15,2000. Mark 

participated in hydrotherapy for 15 sessions and was absent fiom hydrotherapy for two 

sessions due to an ear infection and surgery. Màrk attended swimming Iessons at a swim 

school for a year pnor to thiç study. In addition, he had experience swimming in the pool 

in his backyard and in the Iake at his cottage. 

There were a number of physical therapists who worked with the children in thiç 

five month study. Mark worked with Janet for the fkst two sessions and then Laura took 

over for the foliowing three sessions. Leora then replaced Laura and worked with Mkrk 

until the end of the study, which was ten sessions. Laura worked with Corey for three 

sessions and then Leora continued until the conclusion ofthe study, which was nine 

sessions. 

The site. 

In this study, the hydrotherapy pro- took place at the Brooksbire Treatment 



Centre in Ontario. At the Brookshite Treatment Centre the hydrotherapy program and the 

schoo t c ~ c u l u m  were separate. As a result, the hydrotherapy pool and the schoo1 were 

at difEerent locations. The teachers had not met or communïcated with the physical 

therapists. For example, the physicai therapists in the hydrotherapy pool worked on 

specific goais for the chZIdren which were different fiom the goals set by the ciassroorn 

teachers. As a result, there was a lack of consistency for the children. This rnay have been 

especiaily wnfiising for Corey because English was her second language. She rnay have 

had difEculties understanding what the teachers and physical therapists were asking her to 

do. 

At the Brookshire Treatment Centre, the physical therapists did not set out to 

achieve the children's go& by the end of each session. They focused on attainiug the 

goals for the children over the course of a few weeks. For example, when Corey did not 

want to perform an exercise, she would switch to a new activity. The physical therapist 

tried to mterpret her behaviour and respond to Ît by trying other exercises. Commenthg 

on this process, Leora said, "I think just detennining for herseIf what activity to go to next 

is what she enjoyed do@. 1 think she just Wred the ability to do a whole bunch of thmgs 

and then you build your therapy around that" (Damber 21, 1999). The physical 

therapists were fàced with challenges when they wanted Corey to perforrn specifk 

exercises. They did not push Mark to meet his goals each session because they wanted 

him to ercpenence pleasure and relaxation fkom the sessions. Ifthey pushed bim to do 

specific exercises, Mark tended not to respond or wanted to swim to his mother. As a 

result, the physical therapists focused on achieving the goals with the children over the 



course of  a fêw months rather then each session. 

Role qf the researcher. 

In this study, my role as the researcher was that of a participant observer. 1 was 

not a fùll participant observer because 1 was not a physical therapists. I was a researcher 

fÏom the University of  Regina who was collecting data in the pool by seeing and hearing 

the children. If 1 was sitting on the side of the pool to collect data then I would have been 

distracted by the other children and assistant physical therapists in the setting. As a 

participant observer 1 was in the hydrotherapy pool each week with the children. By king 

in the pool 1 was able to hear what the children and the physical therapists were saying as 

weU as interact and share in their experiences. 

This reseatch study involved covert participant observation. In th& rype of study 1 

conducted observations without informing the chlldren that the observations were taking 

place. Ifthe children were aware that they were being observed, they may have changed 

their behaviour and thus I would not have been able to gain an accurate pichue of their 

normal experiences (Greig & Taylor, 1 999). 

The Hvdrotherapy Scale 

In the pilot project and in this study, the physical therapists viewed each child in 

medical and clioical t e m  and viewed the children objectively. When they cumpleted the 

assessments of the children, they focused on their progress in terms of their strength, 

fIex1't,ility7 and endurance. The physical therapkts did not focus on the chüdren's feelings 

and thoughts while they were participating in tbis therapy. When I asked the physical 

therapist about Mark's experiences in hydrotherapy over the last two months, she recalled 



his experiences to the best of her recognition because she did no t have this type of 

infiormation (feelings and thoughts) recorded. Since there was no documentation made 

about the child's experiences in hydrotherapy nor any feedback fiom the parents on their 

child's experiences, I developed a hydrotherapy scaIe (see Figure 1, p.29). 1 constructed 

the hydrotherapy scale on my own without looking at any models or using any references. 

Physicd therapists can ask parents of participating children or the children 

compIete the scde every 4 weeks. Physical therapists can a h  complete the scale on the 

cbildren every 4 weeks. The hydrotherapy scale provîdes the physical therapists with a 

better understanding of the chifdren's experiences in this type of therapy. For example, if 

a parent of a participating child places a -3 under the descriptor "expresses pleasure" then 

the physical therapist will h o w  that the child does not enjoy hydrotherapy. The physical 

therapist couid consult the child and the parent to obtain a better sense of necessary 

changes to their programs and why the child does not enjoy hydrotherapy. This scale 

fkcilitates communication between the physical therapists, the parents, and the child 

Furthemore, this scale provides a holistic view of the children because it provides a more 

comprehensive understanding of them socially and psychologidy. This increased 

understanding of the children ailows physical therapists an opportunÏty to develop 

appropriate practices and provide supportive environments for the children. 

Mark and Corey's experiences in hydrotherapy were the specifïc descriptors for 

the scale. 1 constructed a box at the bottom of the page to write in any expenences in 

hydrotherapy which were Merent from Mark and Corey's. Children or parents of 

participacing chüdren were asked to place a check mark m the appropriate box to indicate 



the child's experiences in hydrotherapy. The scale ranges fiom negative 3 to positive 3. 

For example, the parents or the chiId check the box to indicate that the child has increased 

their independence in the pool by checking positive 3. 

The Hydrotherapy Scale 

Each word or phrase below describes children's experiences in HYDROTHERAPY. For 
each word or phrase, place an "X" in the appropriate box to indicate the degree in which the 
experience in HYDROTHERAPY has affected you or your child. 

expresses pleasure 
excitement 
success 
independence 
control over environment 
freedom 
self-worth 
inquisitiveness 
relaxation 
initiates conversation 
attention span 
self-esteem 
socialuing with peers 
wiiiingness to take chances 
expresses enjoyment 

Decreased lncreased 

Please use the space below to indicate any oîher types of experiences you or your child hm 
in HYDROTHERAPY. Beside each experience plrice a number (between -3 and +3), similar to the 
sale above, to mark how much the experience has affecttd you or your child. 

Figure 1. The Hvdrotherapy Scale. 

Experience Score 



Data Collection Procedures 

Observations- 

Observation allows the researcher to go inside the setting and to help h h  or her 

discover the complexity of social settings by king present. Through observation, the 

researcher learns about the actions and infers the meanuigs of those actions (Marshall 

& Rossman, 1989). Observations focused on participant behaviours', the interactions 

between the therapists and the children, nonverbal communication, and the setting. I 

observed the cbildren as 1 was in the water with them. Field notes were recorded 

immediately after getting out of the pooL 

Interviews. 

Person-to-person interviews were conducted to eiicit Siformation h m  the parents 

of the children, the physical therapists and the children themselves (see Appendix C). 

Lnte~ewing has its advantages and disadvazltages. One advaxitage is that interviews allow 

for greater depth than observations. However, a disadvantage is that interviewhg is prone 

to subjectivity and bias on the part of the interviewer (Cohen & Manion, 1989). The type 

of i n t e ~ e w  that was conductecl with the parents of the chiidren was semistructureci. 

Semi-stnictured interviews are when the researcher bas open-ended questions that are 

asked of ail the participants. The participants are able to respond fieely so that their 

perspective on the phenornenon unfolds (Rossman & Rallis, 1998). This type of interview 

was used as a vehicle to develop a conversation with the participants about parents 

understanding of  the meaning of the children's experiences. The mterview process used 

focus questions so that the interview did wt get off topic. I used an audio-tape recorder 



during the iutemTV1ews. The interview tapes were transcn'bed fiom the audio-tapes. 

Interviews were conducted with the children in conversations. 1 asked the children 

questions about their thoughts and feelings concerning their hydrotherapy sessions. A 

translater was present when I asked Corey questions about her experiences in 

hydrotherapy. Since Corey and Mark were preschoolers it was dficult for them to 

verbalize their feelings about hydrotherapy. They tended to shake their head '3es" or 'ho" 

when they were asked questions and sometimes would not answer the questions. Xn order 

to understand how the childrén felt about hydrotherapy, Corey and Mark were asked to 

draw themselves in the hydrotherapy pool. 

A~j5uctsS 

In this study the children drew pictures of themselves participating in 

hydrotherapy. Through the drawings 1 made inferences of how the children viewed 

themeIves in the pool and what theÏr thoughts and feelings were about hydrotherapy. 

Mer the children drew their picfmes I talked to the children about the drawings. The 

children toId me who was in the pictures and d e s c r ï i  what was going on in the pictures. 

1 took stiii photographs as part of the data collection. The intent of these 

photographs was to provide a visual record of the events and moments during the 

hydrotherapy sessions. The pictures lend credï'biiity to other observations (Brown, 

Peterson, & Sanstead, 1 980). I chose not to take pictures of the childrefi each session 

because 1 wanted to be as unobtnisive as possible. I wanted the children to act as they 

would naturally and not perform certain behaviours for the camera I chose to bring my 

camera to Brookshire Treatment Centre every third or fourth week and took pictuces 



throughout the sessions. Photographs taken of the children and the physicai therapists 

during sessions will ody be used in academic contexts and d e r  carefirl diligence to the 

confîdenthhy of a l l  project participants. 

Data Anabsis 

Obsemtiom 

The observations in my field notes were recorded in written format. From these 

notes 1 looked for key words, themes, and patterns that emerged. Patterns and themes 

arose fiom the data when the similarities and ciifferences were identiEied among the data 

Patterns also emerged when 1 connected the data with the social world that I was studying 

(Miles & Hubemian, 1994). 

Interviews. 

The aini of adping interview transcripts is to produce a detailed and systematic 

recordhg of the themes and issues addressecl in the interviews and to link the themes and 

interviews together under a reasonably exhaustive category system (Burnard, 199 2) .  Firsî, 

the transcripts were read through and notes were made. 1 wanted to be immersed in the 

data in order to try and understand the 'We worId' of  the respondents (IBurnard, 1991). 

The traascripts were read again and again and headmgs were written down each tirne. 1 

reduced the number of categories by blending the categories thai were simihr. The new 

list of categories were worked through repeatedly until a nnal list was produced The 

transcripts were re-read alongside the list of categories in order to make sure the 

categories covered dl aspects of the interviews. 1 highlïghted the transcripts in order to 

docate each part of the transcripts into a category. The transcnpts were cut up and 



piaced into piles under each category (Burnard, 1 992). These cut out sections were 

pasted onto boards with the headings over each section. Adjustments were made and the 

write up process bega .  I started with the fïrst section by taking aiI the exampies of data 

and then w-riting comrnentary that linked ali of the examples together- 1 continued to the 

next category untii al1 the sections were completed. 1 wrote up the fhdings using verbatim 

exampIes of interviews to illustrate the various sections as weii as including my findings 

dongside references to the literature (Burnard, 1991). 

A rtÏ fàcts. 

A b - b y - f i a m e  study was done of the still photographs. Each photograph was 

first judged for Ïts technical quality- Then they were then arranged in chronological order 

(Waker, 2993). This helped me recognize changes over tirne. The next step was to look 

for patterns in the photographs. This was done by studying the body movements and 

fàcial expressions over time (Walker, 1993). 

M e r  the data had been analyzed separateiy, 1 triangulated rny fhdings by 

comparing the data fiom the m e n  observations, the transcnid notes fiom the 

interviews, photographs, and the draWmgs. The data were organized into categories. The 

process of category generation invotved noting regularÏties in the setting or similanties in 

the study. This process entailed identifLing similar patterns, phrases, and categories, "a 

creative process that requires making carefidly considered judgements about what is really 

simiificant and rneaningfiil in the data" (Patton, 1980, p. 3 13). 1 continued to engage in 

anal* the data by clustering them together. Clustering involves chmping the data 

together by using single or multiple dimensions and then placing them into categories 



(Miles & Hubeman, 1994). Through clustering and iabeling the data, I was able to 

reduce the bulk of data and identw patterns. My thoughts, interpretations, and 

conclusions formed the structural hmework of the thesis. 

Several strategies were adopted in order to maintain the trust, rigor, and 

signiscance of the research study. I designed a study in which data was gathered over 

three months instead of colIecting data aiI at once- I also used trianguiation to establish 

robustness and rigor of the study. According to Rossman and Rallis (1998), ngor is 

hcreased by wilecting data fiom different perspectives. Fina@, 1 provided thick, rich 

descriptions of the context, the methods use& and the children's responses. These 

descriptions enable other researchers to compare and contrast the responses of the 

children with those in their own settings. 

Ethical Considerations 

Writtea parental consent was obhined for participation m the study. Consent was 

also obtained in writing fiom the physical therapists. The -en consent form included 

an exphnation of the research purpose, the duration of the study, and produres that 

were used (see Appendix A). In addition, the consent form expIained to the parents that 

there were no foreseeable ri& or discornforts to their children participating in this study 

and deception was not used. The consent form notified the parents that the narne of the 

children, rehabi1itation center, and health care profession& wouid not be printed in the 

thesis or papers pubiished as a result of this shidy, to maintain confidentiality. 

Participation was voluntaxy and participants were mforrned that refusal to participate did 



not resdt in any penalty, and that the children were fiee to withdraw at any t h e .  

Confidentialiîy was maintained throughout this study. This shidy was approved by the 

Research Ethics Board at the University of Regina and the Medical Director fiom 

Brookshire Treatment Centre (see Appendk D). 



CHAPTER 4: ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

My sou1 is full of longing 
Forthesecretofthesea,  

And the heart o f  the great ocean 
Sends a thrilling pulse through me. 

Henry Wadswort. Longfellow 
"The Sound of the Sea" 
(Morgan, 1999, p. 10) 

The children's experiences in hydrotherapy mirrored my experiences in the sea 

Being in the sea is one of the few places where 1 bave felt completely soothed and relaxed. 

The combined effect of the rhythm of the waves, the mist in my hair, and the salty air put 

me at ease with my surroundings- 1 have fond memories of fàmüy vacatiuns when my 

brothers and 1 wouId stay in the ocean ail day. We would swim for many hours and play 

games together. There was something rnysterious about the sea that dowed us to feel fiee 

and serene. However, our experiences and memories in the sea are unique to each of us 

and as T.S. Eliot said m The Dry Salvaaes, "The sea has many voices" (1 995, p. 23). 

The kdings of this study indicate that Mark and Corey experienced independence, 

social development, and relaxation in the hydrotherapy pooL This chapter will discuss 

these three themes which emerged fiom the analysis of the data These themes can be 

descniid as king dong continua and the children's experiences in hydrotherap y refiect 

points dong these continua (see Appendix E). 

Mark and Corey demonstrated indetxndence in the water as they were able to 

move fieeiy without their walkers or wheelchairs which they u s d y  needed. They 

exploreci their surroundings by moving spontaneously in the pooL They both enhanced 

their masfery behaviour because they had the fieedom and oppominity to discover their 



environments. Corey tried to exert a iremendous amount of independence in the pooL 

Her feelings of independence were so pronounced that she did not understand her 

limitations or potentiai dangers in the water. Corey tried to dunk her head in the water 

and swim on k r  own 

Upon interpreting the data, it was evident that both children experienced social 

develo~ment in hydrotherapy. During the study, Mark had mmy opportunities for social 

interactions in group settings. He had conversations with the other children in the pool 

and played games with them. The hydrotherapy pool provided Mark with oppominities to 

develop his language and social skius. In contrast to Mark, Corey interacted only with the 

physical therapists and the assistants for the majonty of the sessions. In her interactions 

with the physical therapists and the assistants, Corey was able to leam English words 

through singing songs and watching the physicai therapists act out hand motions while 

they were speaking. Corey rarely interacted with other children while she participated in 

hydrotherapy because during her sessions there was only one other child in the pool. As a 

result, she was no t able to interact with peers her own age. 

Mark and Corey were able to expaïence relaxation in the hydrotherapy pooL The 

water had soothing and absorbing qualifies for both children. Due to the w m t h  of the 

water, the children's spasticity was reduced. The buoyancy of the water decreased the 

effects of gravity on the body. As a result, the children were able to move with greater 

ease m the water. Mark was also performing movements in the p l  to relax himself. He 

was able to float on his back with his head tilted in the water with bis arms out to the 

sides. Mark's ease in the water can be contrasted with Corey's tense and alert state 



during the sessions. Corey was unable to perform movements *ch were relax@. She 

continuaüy examine4 objects around her and obsewed her surroundings with great 

curiosity. 

In the last section of this cbapter, 1 wili examine the contexhial factors which 

influenced the children's experiences in hydrotherapy. The factors fàli into two categories: 

rhe physical theraprSts and the environment. The iàctors in the physical therapists 

category include the role of the physical therapist, child-directeci activities, the goals for 

the children, and the dkmntinuity of the physical therapists. Those &tors in the 

environment category include the chiidren's previous swirnming experieaces, the aquatic 

play instructional equipment, the presnce of parents, and social interactions. The goals 

for the cbildren and the discontinuity of the physical therapists negatively influenced the 

childrents experiences in hydrotherapy. The contextual factors which iduenced the 

children' s experiences in hydrotherapy posifveiy were the children's previous swimming 

experiences, the aquatic play instructional equipment, social interactions, the role of the 

physical therapist, and chüd-directed activiries. The presence of parents had a positive and 

negative influence on the children's experiences in hydrotherapy. 

Independence 

ï'm on the sea! I'rn on the sea! 
1 am where 1 would ever be, 

With t h e  blue above and the  blue bclow, 
And silence wheresoe'er 1 go. 

Brya. W. Proctor 
(Morgan, 1999, p. 20) 

When 1 was younger 1 felt a sense of independence in the oceaa 1 never wanted to 



get out of the water b u s e  1 enjoyed mvimming on my own, In this study, .the children's 

physical independence was fàcilitated by the physical properties of water. The buoyancy 

and warmth of the water aiiowed the children to move eady and Ïudependently. The 

children's previous swinmiing experiences allowed the children to feel confident in the 

water. They were able to demonstrate their independence by walking on the? own and 

actively engaging in activities by themselves. Corey exerted her independence in more 

situations than did Mark For example, when Corey wanted to retrieve an object on the 

side of the pool she wouid ûy to get it on her own. Mark would ask the physical 

therapist ifhe could go get the object or if she wuld pass it to him 

The vhst'cal vro~erties of water. 

No sooner had 1 been helped into my bathing-suit 
than 1 sprang out upon the warm sand and 

without thought of  fear 1 plunged into the cool 
water. 1 felt the great billows rock and sink. 

The buoyant motion o f  the water f illed me with 
an exguisite, quivering joy. 

Helen Kelier 
(Morgan, 1999, p. 15) 

The literature on hydrotherapy suggests that the buoyancy of the water relieves the 

body fiom the effects of gravity. This ailows children to move more easily on their own 

(Harris, 1979). In addition, children can move independently in wann water because there 

is a reduction in spasticity. The activity of the gamnia fibers is reduced thereby Iowering 

the activity of the muscle spindes. There is a reduction in poseural tone stnd as a r e d t  

children can perfomi normal movement patterns in the water such as standing, sitting, and 

waiking independently (Harris, 1979). In addition, Janet, a physical thempist, stated, '7 



think Mark had that f k d o m  of movement and that feeling of not king pull& down by 

tbat tone as  much. They a c W y  move fieer in the water and a h  do something that they 

cari do Iike other kids" (November 9, 1999). 

On land Mark and Corey were mobile with the aid of walkers and wheelchairs. 

When the children entered the pool area, they either held their parents' han& or were 

carried by them. Once the children were in the pool, they could wak fieeiy due to the 

physical properties of the water. From September until January, Mark was unable to 

touch the shaüow end because he was too short. By January, Mark had grown taller and 

was able to touch the bottom of the pooL The f k t  time he was able to waIk 

independently he yelled to his mother, "Mommy, look at me!" During this session, the 

physical therapist asked Mark to walk back and foah across the shallow end several times. 

He was extremely excited that he could perform the waikhg exercises independently in the 

water because he codd not carry out these exercises independently on land (see Figure 2, 

p. 41). 

Throughout this study Corey was able to walk independently in the pooi. She was 

enthusiastic and energetic when she perfonned a wide range of walkiug activities. Leora 

told Corey to waIk across the pool and pick up the styrofoarn cylinders and then walk 

back and drop the cyWers into the middle of a black tire. She walked quickly and d e d  

wholeheartedly because she was able to walk independently due to the physical properties 

of the water. 



Figure 2. Mark Mo* Indepenndentlv in the Water. 

The children 's vreviotrs swimmina meriences. - 

The voice of t h e  sea speak t o  the soul. 
The touch o f  the sea is sensuous, 

enfolding the body in its soft, 
close embrace. 

Kate Chopin 
Worgan, 1999, p. 3) 

Whenever 1 think about the ocean, 1 remember the rhythm of the waves and the 

taste of the salty sea. Since 1 have positive memones of the water, 1 feel comfortable 

when I go into the ocean. In this study, the children's previous swimming experiences 

fàcilitated their independence in the water. 

The children in this study were the same age as the children in the pilot project. 

Therefore, 1 assumed that the children in this study would be dependent upon the physical 

therapists as in the pilot project. However, because Mark and Corey had prior swimming 

experiences the children felt comfortable and were able to discover their independence in 

the water. For example, during one hydrotherapy session while the physical tberapist was 



talking to an assistant physical therapist, Mark was swimming with the aid of his water 

wings whiie waiting for ber. He felt wmfortable to kick his legs and move his arms 

through the water on his own (see Figure 3, p.42). During another session, Corey was 

standing on the physical therapist's legs and observecl a boat floathg on the m e r .  She 

jumped off the physical therapist's legs to retrieve the boat. She pushed the physical 

therapist's anms away so that she couid swim on her own to get the boat. 

Fime 3. Corev and Mark Swimming with their Rotation Devices. 

Mark swam on his own when the physical therapist did not give him exercises to 

do. Men  the physical therapists toid Mark to perform an exercise, he followed the 

physical therapists' instructions. For example, if the physical therapist told Mark to swim 

fiom one side of the W o w  end to the other, he wodd carry out the exercke (see Figure 

4, p.43). In contrast, Corey exerted her independence throughout the sessions. Ifshe was 

having diBculty performing an activity she typidy switched to a new activity instead of 

carrying out the planned exercise. For example, during one hydrotherapy session Corey 

experienced di861culty balancing on the physical therapist's thigbs. She jumped into the 

water and iried to swim away mstead of focusing on and performing the ta&. Since 



Corey contindy exerted her independence, she was unable to achieve di of the goals that 

were set for her by the physical therapists. 

Figure - 4. W k  Swimming to the Other Side of the Pool. 

I never see a gailiant ship go stecrming out to  sa, 
But what a little boy who was coming 

running back to me, 
A little chap I thought was dead or lost forevermore, Who used t o  watch 

the ships go out and long t o  quit the shore, 
He followed thern to  India, t o  China and Japan, 

He told the f lying sui gulls that he'd be a sailor-man. 'Sorne day,' he said, 
'I'll own a ship and sai1 t o  Singapore, 

And tnaybe bring a parroi back, or two or three or four." 
And of ten when he went to  bed, this little 

body would lie And fancy that the ceiling was a 
wide and starry &y; The ocean was beneath him, 

and as happy as could be He was master o f  a vesse1 
that was putting out t o  sea. 

Edgar Guest 
"Sea Dre~uns" 
(Morgan, 1999, p. 22) 

When my brothers and 1 were swimming in the ocean, we explored our 



surroundings. We felt a sense of mastery when we were investigating the sheils and coral, 

and digging holes in the sand. Mark and Corey mastered their environments by moWig 

k e l y  in the pool- Children are bom with the motivation to master their environment. The 

presence of a disability may interfere with the child's sense of rnastery (Jennings, Connors, 

S t e m  Sankaranarayan & Mendelsohn, 1985). Children with disabilities are less likefy 

to explore their environments and are more likely to expenence fdure in their mastery 

attempts. In addition, parents of childten with disabilities are Zikely to be overprotective. 

As a result, parents can fàü to support children's attempts to master their environment and 

instead rhey reinforce dependency behaviors (Jennings et al., 1985). 

The hydrotherapy pool pmvided oppominities for Mark and Corey to increase 

their seIf-efficacy and self-concept because they had the fieedom and oppomiaity to 

rnaster their environments. SeKefficacy can be defïned as a situation-specif5c form of self- 

confidence and seK-concept refers to all of the beliefk, feelings, and intentions that a 

person holds in regard to seif(Sherrill, 1993). During a hydrotherapy session, Corey's 

mother held a key chain up m the air. Grey  decided to swim to her mother to retrieve the 

key chah. As she was swimming towards her mother, she noticed pylons sitting on the 

side of the pooL Corey squirmed and wiggled her body around in order to retrieve the 

pylons and she pded them mto the water. She was excited and Smi1.d because she was 

able to explore her environment on her own Her seIf-efficacy may have been raised 

through achievhg personal acconiplishments. 

During a hydrotherapy session, Mark put his k t  on Laura's legs without holding 

her shoulders and then stood up mdependently. Lam said, T o u  did it without putting 



your hands on my shoulders. Excellent" (see Figure 5, p.45). His self-concept and self- 

efficacy may have k e n  enhanced by successfully meeting the goals set for hun physical 

therapists and by k ing  praised by the physical therapists. It is important that preschool 

children with disabilities participate in activities which help them form positive self- 

concepts. Between the ages of 3 to 7 years, children with disabilities become aware that 

they are different or have a disabïky (ShemU, 1993). Programs for preschool children cm 

help build strong selfkoncepts which can be camed over into other areas of the children's 

lives and into later childhood years. 

Figure 5. Mark B h c i n ~  on the Phvsical Thera~ist 's Legs. 

Social Develoamen t 

It is e-mb important that teachers, physical therapists, and parents provide 

opportunities for preschool chüdren to use t k i  language skills. During the preschool 

years, children leam an average of 50 new words a month (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997). 

Sentence length increases as well as the use of absûact words. In addition, preschoolers 

are able to use language in more thoughtfirl and sophisticated ways (Pm&, 1998). If 



children are not able to work with others in a group setting, their Ianguage and 

communication skills are not able to develop. 

Hydrotherapy sessions provide opportunities for children to socialiy hteract and 

develop their hguage and co113munication sk&. Mark was able to socially interact with 

other children during his hydrotherapy sessions. D u ~ g  his hydrotherapy sessions, 1 heard 

a lot of chatter and saw the children actively engaged in exercise activities. There were 

uually four other children in the pool and they were swimming in proximity to one 

another. The children often mteracted with one another. On one occasion, there was a 

limiteci number of physical therapist assistants and volunteers in the pool. As a result, the 

children were unable to work exclusiveiy on a one-on-one ratio with the physical therapist. 

in one session, Mark was joined in the water by another boy who was older than he. The 

boy practiced his walking exercises while Mark swam beside hmi. Mark pointed to the 

elephant and said to the boy, "do you want thisl' He continued to make conversation 

with bim about the toys in the pool This environment provided a variety of experiences 

designeci to enhance the chiIdren7s play and encouraged and supporteci peer social 

interactions. 

During another hydrotherapy session, the children formed a circle with the 

assistant physical therapists and the physical therapist. Everyow in the circle walked 

around sIowly singing "Motor Boat, Motor Boat." They waiked around M e r  and m e r  

until they could not touch the bottom of the pooL The cirde games fostered a sense of 

cohesiveness among the chlldren They were able to expnd their vocabu15iry through 

singing the songs. 



Mark was shy and reserved during the fïrst few weeks of hydrotherapy. He only 

spoke when the physical therapist would ask him questions. Janet, a physical therapist 

who worked with him for the first two sessions o f  hydrotherapy, observed that ""he 

responded to questions like when you ask him his name. I thuik he7s very, very bright. 

But in te- of him actually being chatty with me, not for the fïrst two tirnes" (November 

9, 1999). In addition, when the physical therapists performed the exercks with Mark, he 

was passive because the therapists were new to him. Although Mark was not cornfortable 

with the physical therapists, he was fhmikw with the Emie and B.J. dsk .  As the 

photographs of Mark suggest, he had a special attachment with the Emie and B.J. dolls 

and clutched them tightly duriog the beginning sessions (see Figure 6, p.47). MiidCs 

shyness was probabb natural for someone his age. This was a new experience for hirn and 

there were a lot of unfiimiliar faces. Most children need time to warm up and get used to 

their surroundings in order to overcome their shyness (Fm&, 1998). 

Figure 6- Mark Clutchina the DoUs. 

hiring the fÏrst few weeks of hydrotherapy, Mark was 'kmmfortable talkmg to 

the physical therapists. He would only taIk to the do& or to the physical therapists if they 



discussing Ernie or B. J. As the weeks went by. Mark became more cornfortable with the 

physical therapists and the other children in the pool and as a result, he became more 

sociable. During a hydrotherapy session, Mark told the physical therapist about the poo l 

in his backyard and taked to the other ctiildren in the pool about his dolls. Laura, a 

physical therapist who worked with Mark after Janet, stated: 

He seemed to be enjoying it, becoming more relaxed with it each tirne. WelI, he 

certainly seemed to become more verbal each time. Um, becarne a little more social 

and a little more aware of other people and took the initiative to even try to talk to 

them the tbird session.. &ch session he seemed to become much more aware of bis 

surro~~~dings and other people in the pool E p i a l l y  he's been kîthting some funny 

conversations (November 16, 1999). 

Mark began to swim without the d o k  and become more vocal during his exercises. For 

example, on several occasions, he told the physical therapist that he wanted to do his 

exercises on the stairs. 

Mark responded positive@ to the other children in the pool as he expressed interest 

in them as they moved toward him Mark wmmualcated with them through speech and 

through the showing of bis dok. DuoDg a hydrotherapy session, a boy in the pool 

pretended that he was on a pirate slip. Mark was chasing the boy to get his pirate ship. 

In another hydrotherapy session, a girl in the pool asked W k  if she couki see his doUs. 

The physical therapist introduced the chikiren to each other and then Mark passed the 

dolls to her and said, ''this is Emie and this one is B.J." From that point, whenever Mark 

swam past the girl in the pool he d e d  out her name. When the researcher asked Màrk 



to draw a picture of himself in hydrotherapy he drew himself in the pool playing with the 

girl. He said, "This is me and tliis is Jackie swirnrning- We are swimming by ourselves" 

(Fcbruary 8,2000) (see Figure 7, p.49). Mark had positive social experiences in 

hydrotherapy. Through interacting with other children his language and communications 

skills were enriched. 

Figure 7. Mark's Drawing. 

Corey was able to develop socially in the hydrotherapy pool. When Corey interacted with 

the physical therapists and physical therapist assistants, she was able to learn English 

words. Research indicates that early cbildhood years is an optimal time to develop 

fluency in a second language. Children that learn a second language before the age of 12 

tend to speak the second language as native speakers do (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997). 

Over the course of the study, Corey's English vocabulary greatly improved. For 

example, in the fmt  few weeks of hydrotherapy, a physical therapist asked Corey to kick 

her legs. Corey stared blarikly at the physical therapist because she did not understand 



English. To teach her the word '%ickY7, the physicai therapist heid Corey on her fkont in 

the water and the physicai therapist's assistant moved Corey's legs in a kicking motion. 

The physical therapist's assistant said "kick" and Corey would repeat her. The physical 

therapist said "kick hard" and the physical therapist assistant demonstrated how to kick 

hard (see Figure 8, p.50). Over the next few months, whenever a physical therapist said 

'kick", Corey would understand what to do. 

F ime 8. Corey Kickhg Her Lees- 

Corey tended to interaçt exclusively with the physical therapists and assistant 

physicd therapists. Her hydrotherapy sessions were at the end of the day and there was 

one other child scheduled for hydrotherapy at this tirne. Corey nuely kiteracted with him. 

She did not have as many opportunities to develop ber verbal stnitegies with peers her 

own age. In addition, Corey missed oppominities to develop her co-operative play skiUs. 

Duhg the last three hydrotherapy sessions, Corey mteracted with the other child 

in the pooL When Corey entered the pool, she said., 'Where's Jamie?" When he got into 

the pool, Corey followed him atound and tried to touch him. Dining two sessions, the 

children, the physical therapist and the assistants moved around in a circle and sang "Ring 

Around the Rosy". They also spun around in circle and then reversed the direction to 



form a whirlpool. Corey was yelling '-whew". The children also performed an exercise 

called "Blast Off' together. They placed their feet against the wail and held onto the 

railing. Jamie demonstrated the exercise and then Corey followed his actions. Whrn the 

researcher asked Corey to draw herself in the hydrotherapy pool, Corey drew herself 

playing with the other children in the pool. She said, "This is me and this is Jamie. This 

is a sun" (February 8,2000) (See Figure 9, p.5). 
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Figure 9. Corev's Drawing. 

Relaxation 

To me there is something completely and satisfying 
restful in that  stretch of sea and sand, 

sea and Sand and sky- 
complete peace and complete fulf illment. 

Anne Morrow Lindbergh 
(Morgan, 1999, p. 6) 

1 remernber as  a child lying on my back in the ocean and feeling caimed. The sun 

on my face and the stillness of the water relaxed me. The water had soothing and 

absorbing qualities for Mark and Corey. Both children were neurologically relaxed in the 

water. This Iïnding is grounded in the literature on hydrotherapy. It has been well 



substantiated that the wamth of the water reduces the jerlcy, spasrnadic movements of a 

child with cerebrai palsy. Accordhg to Harris (1 979), there is a reduction in postural 

tone. Furthemore, the w m t h  of the water decreases the sensitivity of nerve endings 

resulting in a reduction in pain (Campion, 1986). 

As well as king neuroIogically relaxed, Mark performed exercises in the water to 

relax himeIf. The pho tographs indicate that he would lie on his back with his amis out to 

the sides and his head tilted back in the water (see Figure 10, p.52). During severai 

hydrotherapy sessions, Mark closed his eyes while the physical therapists swayed him. 

Mark felt secure enough to take bis tube off and float on his back His body rested m the 

physicd therapist assistant's han& and then she slowly pded her hands away. 

Eventually, he was floating on bis own in the water for a few seconds. 

Mark was relax4 and comfortab1e in the water and responded well to stnictured 

activities. When the physical therapist told Mark to open and close his legs 10 times, he 

was able to perform this exercise. During another hydrotherapy session, Mark was sitthg 

on the stairs and the physical therapist asked him to stand up for as long as possible. He 

stood up and counted until he became tired and had to sit d o m  The faît that Mark W ~ S  

relaxed and f o c d  m the water aliowed him to active& engage in the exmises. 

F-e 10. Mark Relaxhg in the Water. 



Although the spasticity in Corey's muscles was reduced, she was unable to 

perform movements in the water to relax herser. She was excited and curious about her 

surroundings. Laura tried to get Corey to float on her back with her anns out to the sides 

with her head tilted back. She put her head back for a moment and then pushed on the 

physicai therapist's chest to sit up. During another hydrotherapy session, the physical 

therapist said, "Corey put your head back on my shoulder for 3 seconds. It'sjust like a 

pillow." Corey put her head back quickly and then lifted her feet out of the water in order 

to lif? herseEup. She was unable to perfom movements which were relaxhg (see Figure 

11, p.54). 

Corey's active and impulsive behaviour in the water made her u n a .  of her 

limitations in the hydrotherapy pooL Her parents remked that she was impulsive in d 

areas of her He. During some of the hydrotherapy sessions, Laura had trouble getting her 

to perform structured activities. L a m  said the folIowing were go& for Corey: 

(1 wanted) to try to get her to focus in on one thmg at a time. Her attention was pretty 

fleeting. She was not really aware of her limitations. Her judgement seemed to be 

affected. She would just go without any caution on her own limitations.. .You wodd 

have to be able to do caftwheels ifyou wanted her to accomplish something in the first 

few seconds. Her attention wodd go to something eise. Kt's pretty tricky and often 

didn't get all the responses 1 would have liked (Novernber 16, 1999). 

For the majority of the hydrotherapy Sessions, Corey did not perform movements which 

were relaxhg for her. She was energetic and spontarmus in the pool. 

During several sessions, while standing on Leora's legs to balance herse% Carey 



dunked her head under the water, Leora held out a toy in fiont of her and asked Corey to 

reach for it- Corey Ieaned too fx forward and feu in the water compIeteIy subrnerging her 

head. She Wed her head up, laughed, and wiped her eyes. Corey was not scared and 

continued to dunk her head in the water. Corey experienced hydrotherapy with curiosity 

and imputsiveness. 

Figure 1 1 - Corey ti_ving to Sit Ur, in the Water. 

Contextual Factors Which Influenced The Themes 

There were a number of contextuai fàctors which influend the children's 

expxiences in hydrotherapy. The contexhial &tors can be divided into the categories of 

the physical therapists and the environment. 

The ~hysical tk rq is ts .  

a) The goals for the children. 

The goals for the children in hydrotherapy negatively hfluemed the children's 

experiences in the pooL The children's goals in hydrotherapy were not carried over into 

th& other therapies on land or m their preschool programs. SpeakEig on this issue, Janet 

said that "as a pool therapist, we don't really meet with the other therapists to discuss the 



goals. From t h e  to tirne 1 will discuss it with the therapists but we aren't actually part of 

a team The occupationai therapists and physical therapists, and probably the preschool 

teachers would rneet to discuss" (November 9, 1999). The physical therapists did not 

incorporate go& and techniques other than their own therapeutic techniques into the poo 1 

program. This isoIated model influences the children's experiences in hydrotherapy 

because expectations for the children were merent when they attended school 

occupational therapy sessions, and physical therapy sessions on land. 

Research indicates that a crossdisciplinaiy model is optimal for children with 

disabilities. In this type of modei, professionais in different disciplines work together in al1 

aspects of the children's Lives (Dulcy, 1983). The professionals assume multiple roles and 

work as part of a team This type of model dows children to develop skills contmuously 

in different environments rather than having short, isolated therapeutic sessions. SkiUs 

that are taught and practiced in many settings have the best opportunity to generalize to 

the other settiags (Dulcy, 1983). 

b) Discontinuity of the physical therapists. 

It is nahaal for chiidren 2 and up to becorne shy when they corne into contact with 

people who are mfad ia r  to them or when they are sepatated h m  their parents (Pniat, 

1998). When chîidren are shy they tend to clhg to their parents or r e m  fkom 

participating in group activities even if they look fun. The majority of children overcome 

their shyness by spending time with the person who is irnfamiliar to them (Pnlltt, 1998). 

In thiç snidy, Mark seemed to demonstrate shyness. Janet worked with Mark for 

two sessions in September, L a m  for three sessions and Leora for the reniainder of the 



study. In addition, there were other people who were ùivolved in the hydrotherapy 

sessions f?om September 1999 untiIFebruary 2000. There was a volunteer who 

participated in hydrotherapy every few weeks and she would occasiody work with Mark 

to assist the physical therapists. There were dso new children attending hydrotherapy 

over the course of this study. Since there were many unfanailiar faces, Mark was shy 

during. certain sessions throughout the study. 

Mark worked with L a w  during the study and seemed to feel cornfortable around 

her and m e d  her. L a m  said: 

I saw him three times only and 1 codd see subtle changes each time I saw him. He 

seemed to be enjoying it, becoming more refaxed with it each time. Well, he 

certady seemed to becorne more verbal each time. He became a little more social 

and a little more aware of other people and took the initiative to even try to talk to 

them the third session (November 16, 1999). 

When Leora worked with Mark after Laura, it was observed that he became more 

reserved. It took a few sessions until Mark became as  verbal as he was with L a m  

Due to the number of physid therapists who worked wah children, not all of the 

goals set for the children were carried over when they worked with other physical 

therapists. For example, Janet set specific goals to achieve with Mark She worked on 

these goals with him for two sessions and then Laura took over. The specïfïc goals which 

Janet had been working on were not carrieci over with Laura. A simifar situation occmed 

when Leora replacecl L a m  Leora said that ''because there weren't any go& when 1 

came in, all of the goals I've set over the last 3 or 4 weeks. 1 wouid probablly stick to 



sornethuig for a couple of months to see ifits working and then change it" (December 21, 

1999). Since many of the goals were not carried over, the children worked on new 

exercises with each physical therapist. The discontinuity of the physical therapists 

negatively influenced the c hildren's expenences in hydro therapy because they weren' t able 

to develop a routine. In addition, it may have been dBicult for the physical therapists to 

detennine if the children progressed physically because they performed many dinerent 

exercises throughout the study. 

c) The d e  of the physical therapist 

If 1 ride the morning winds t o  the far thm ocean, 
even there your hand will guide me, your strength 

will support me. 
The Book of Psalms 
(Morgan, 1999, p. 1 8) 

At the Brookshire Treatment Centre the physical therapists worked with Mark and 

Corey only for the duration of this study. Once 1 stopped observing the children in the 

pool their hydrotherapy sessions ended as well. Since the physical therapists worked with 

the children for a short period of the ,  they wanted the children to have pleasurable 

expenences in the pool. Their attitudes allowed the children to have fun and feel relaxed 

during the sessions. For example, when Laura pulled Mark through the water to try to get 

him to kick, she would make the sound effects of a car which encouraged hirn to 

participate because it was fun. Janet believed that Mark responded weil to hydrotherapy: 

Ifyou made if fun and made it Like a game and you were a litt1e bit silly with him, he's 

O.K. As opposed to just actually saying "O.IL, we're going to move your legs up and 

dom'' You h o w  if you took him and threw him around, and sang songs, he was fine 



(November 16, 1999). 

It was apparent that the cbildren enjoyed thernselves immensely in hydrotherapy 

and as a result were unaware they were performulg exercises for extended periods of tirne. 

In order to increase leg strength, Mark and Corey sat on the stairs of the pool and 

marched the+ legs. Leora would sing 'The Grand Old Duke of York' to the children. 

When she wouid sing 'and when they were down, they were down', the children sat down, 

When she sang 'and when they were up, they were up', the children stood up. They were 

enthusiastic when the physical thexapists wouid sing to them. Mark woukl smile and focus 

on the words to the song. Corey was excited and stood up and sat down quickly. These 

songs entertained and engaged the chiidren thereby increasing the length of time the 

children performed the exercises. 

Smce the physical therapists were humorous and entertained the children, they had 

a positive hûuence on the chïldren's experiences in hydrotherapy. Mark and Corey were 

able to feel as ifthey were on an e q d  level with the physical therapists. Corey's cornfort 

with the physical therapists was evident when she embraced Leoni during and at the end 

of her hydrotherapy sessions. She aIso spoke lo* and codidently around the physical 

therapists. The physical therapists beeended Uark as an e q d  when they played games 

with him and asked about hi, dolls. Laura asked him what tbe names of the d o k  were, 

which one was his fàvourite and ifhe wanted to get their haïr wet. The pbysical therapists 

were able to abandon th& customary mles and enter the children's world by becoming a 

partner m the& play. 

Since Corey fer cornfortable with the physid therapists she performed behaviours 



to elicit addt attention Speaking on this issue Leora said, "1 th& ifits something she 

wants to do, she7s happy to go dong with it. As soon as she's not interested she gets 

goofy. The typical kid thing to do" (December 21, 1999)- Exarnples of Corey's antics 

hcluded filhg the whale up uith water and spitting it at the physicd therapist and f i h g  

up the top of the boat with water and pouring it over the physical therapist's head. Corey 

wodd iaugh hystericdly and her parents would too. She loved the attention fiom her 

parents and the therapist. 

The physical therapists gave the children positive reinforcement which helped to 

maintain positive experïences for the children in hydrotherapy. It was observed that Janet, 

Leora, and L a m  were positive and enthusiastic with the children For exaq.de, they said 

44exceilent" or "good job, keep it up" to the children They praised the child for each skill 

that he or she acbievd This reinforcement boosted the chiidren's self-confidence and 

allowed them to feel comfortabIe in the POOL Since the physical therapists had playfiil 

attitudes with the childreo, they had pleasurable experiences in hydrotherapy. Hopefulyy 

their experiences during the sessions wili encourage the children to try other physical 

activities and will have a positive innuence on k i r  attitudes about their therapies. 

d) ChiZd-directed activities. 

At the Wyoming Rehabiiitation Centre, the physical therapists wanted the children 

to achieve specik goals each session. The physid thertzpists tended to take the lead in 

the activities. If a child did wt want to perform a specific exercise, the physical therapists 

encoufaged the child to wntmue the exexcise, even ifthe chiid was crying. The chüdren's 

experiences in hydrotherapy were not always pleastuable. 



This can be contrasted to the approach taken at the Broo kshire Treatment Centre, 

where it was the practice that if a child did not want to perfom an exercise, the child did 

not have to. The children were not pushed to do anything they did not want to because 

the children's goals did not necessarily have to be met each session- The goals codd be 

met over the course of a few weeks. This semi-stnictured environment has a positive 

influence on the children's experiences in hydrotherapy. 

D b g  the hydrotberapy sessions in this study, the physical therapists suggested 

exercises that the child shodd do. The children either followed the instruction and 

performed the exercises or they chose their own activities. This semi-structured 

environment permitted the children to have pleasurable experiences in hydrotheirapy as 

they were not pressured by the physical therapists to achieve their goals each session. The 

chïidren did not becorne hstrated during the sessions because they had the option of 

doing what they wanted to do. As a result, the children's experiences in hydrotherapy 

were joyful. 

The environment. 

a) The quatic play i)1~n'rCctionaI equipmenf. 

In this study, the hydrotherapy pool had few pieces of aquatic instnrctional play 

equipment which was developmentally appropriate for preschoolers. Some of the 

equipment kluded htter boards, a broken plastic boat, and a plastic whale that squirted 

water. The children did wt seem kterested in these toys. At the preschool age, children 

enjoy equipment which they can sort, group, and categorize. They aiso enjoy dolls and 

stuffed toys which they can use for pretend play ( ' ,  1998). 1 bought two aquatic 



doh, B.J. and Emie, for Mark and Corey to play with in the water. 1 thought these toys 

would be good choices because they would be farniliar with these characters fiom Sesame 

Street and Barney- Laura said, ''Mark enjoyed phying with Emie and B.J. the most in the 

pool. He kept them pretty close to him" (November 16, 1999)- 

In this study, the play instnictiona1 equipment had a positive influence on the 

children's experiences m hydrotherapy. It was used to Iengthen the t h e  the physical 

therapists could perform exercises on the children, By lengthening the amount of time the 

children perform the exercises, the therapeutic benents increase as weiL For example, 

Corey was able to baknce herseif on the physicai therapist's legs for several minutes. She 

was standing on her legs while squirting water out of a plastic whale. The whale served as 

a successfùl tool for maintaining her attention so that she could balance. During another 

hydrotherapy session, 1 handed B.J. and Emie to Mark. He looked at them with 

excitement and hugged them. When the physical therapist was stretching his legs and feet, 

he sat there playing with the dolls. Then the physical therapist pked the Emie doll on his 

back and manipulateci Emie's legs in a kicking motion and requested tbat Mark do the 

same. Thtough observïng the dors motions, Mark was able to better understand the 

exercises he was expected to do. 

b) The children 's previous swimming experiences. 

At the Wyoming Rehab'iiion Centre the children were fearfùl of the water. 1 

assumed they were scared because the children had few elcperiences swimmingswimming When the 

children were brought into the pool area &y often trembleci ami cried. Some of the 

chiidren feit that they were not abie to swim and were ahid  of this udàmdm . . 



environment. As a result they Iost their se@-confidence and competency in themselves 

decreased. Some chiildren felt a sense of abandonment when they were transferred f?om 

someone they tnxsted to me, who was unfamiliar to then They didn't know me and they 

were not sure ifthey should depend on me in the water. From my observations in the pilot 

project and through reviewing the literahue, 1 assumed that the children in this study 

would also be fearfiil of the water. The literaîure or1 preschool children indicates that 

these type of fears are typical for this age group. Preschool children tend to fantasize and 

have awfiil thoughts. The chiIdren i hük  that because they have a W  thoughts in their 

heads, temue things wili happen to them Predekamp & Copple, 1997). 

Corey enjoyed participating in hydrotherapy and experienced it with pleasure. 

During one hydrotherapy session, Corey was floating on her back and the physical 

therapist placed a noodle on her stomach to keep her above the water. Corey moved the 

noode towards her forehead M e  iaughing hystericaiiy. Ne* the physical therapist 

tumed Corey onto her fiont and placed the m o d e  under her stomach. Corey's eyes were 

bright, she was laughing and sayins 'Wow". When she was on her fiont and the noodle 

was under her she kicked around the pool enthusiasticaily. At the end of the hydrotherapy 

session, Corey did no t want to get out of the pooL The physical therapist walked her up 

the ramp and she sat down. When Corey's M e r  told her that she could wme back next 

week, she agreed to ieave the pooL Corey felt comfortable in the water because it was a 

fiunilirir enviromnent to her. As a result, she was energetic, enthusiastic, and moved 

vigorously in the water. 

Mark was excited to go in the water for each session. Mark's mother said that 



when she mentioned to fiim that he was going to hydrotherapy "he was excited. He iiked 

it and coddn't wait" (November 1, 1999). Mark enjoyed when Leora held him by his 

stomach and he kicked his legs. On one occasion he was laughing and said, "look at me. 

17m flying." Mark calied his mom so she could see hun. Janet said, '%e &ed it when 1 

lified hun up and brought him down into the water and jumped around. That's what 1 

thnik he redy liked a Iot. Spinning around while 1 was holding him" (November 9, 1999). 

Mark's previous experiences swimming had a positive innuence on his experiences in 

hydrotherapy at the Brookshire Treatment Centre. Mark was able to reIax in the water 

and have fk while he was swimming. 

c) Social interactiorzs. 

1 Love thee, boundless Sea, 
The ripples soft and mild, 

So like the srniles that play 
on lips of dreaming child. 

F e k  O'Neill 
(Morgan, 1999, p.23) 

When my brothers and 1 were younger we played together in the ocean for hours 

at a time. We laughed, played games, and splashed with each other. At night 1 would 

dream about the &y we spent together. During the preschool years, children begin to 

engage in CO-operative piay with their peers and si'blings. They behave in a warm and 

empathetic m e r  towards each other (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997). In this study, the 

chüdren enjoyed socially interacting wiih one another. For example, Mark formed a circle 

with two children, the physicai thetapist, and the assistant physical therapists. T k y  all 

sang 'Rmg A r o d  a Rosy" together. The chüdren were ïaughing and siogmg the song. 

After they sang it once, the chüdren wanted to sïng it again. Mark enjoyed participating in 



group activities and as a result this had a positive influence on his experiences in 

hydrotherapy. This activity also integrated the chiidren together and permitted t hem to 

feel as ifthey were part of a group. 

Preschool children have not yet developed cause and effect reasoning. They think 

transductively fkom one particular to another instead of reasonulg fiom the general to the 

partic& or fiom the pariicular to the general (Pniitt? 1998). As a result, they continually 

ask 'why, what, and where' questions. When Mark participateci in hydrotherapy, he was 

interested m the other children around him and asked a lot of questions about them 

During one hydrotherapy session, a boy in the pool used the hydraulic chair to get out of 

the pool. Mark stopped the activity he was workmg on and asked, "Where's Michael 

gohg?" I replied, "It's time for him to get out of the pool" He con~ued to watch 

Michael and asked me "why?" The physical therapist had to c d  his name several times 

before he was able to refocus on the exercises. On one occasion, Mark was distracted by 

another cMd in the hydrotherapy pool. This may have influenceci his experiences m 

hydrotherapy because he was not foc& on the exercises. 

During most hydrotherapy sessions, Corey socially mteracted with the physical 

therapists on a one-to-one-ratio. Through her social interactions she learned English 

words. In one session, Corey pohted to a black rubber tire and asked the physicai 

therapist "wbaî's that?" The physicai therapist responded T'haî's a black tire, do you 

want to go id?" She repeated it to the physiczù therapist in order to p h c e  pronouncing 

the words and whenever she saw the black mbber tire she tried to say it- 



4 The presence ofparen ts. 

O mother, mother, hear the sea! 
it calls across the  sands; 

1 saw it tossing up the spray, like white 
irnploring hands. 

Mary Artemisia Lathbury 
(Morgan, 1999, p. 8) 

My mother used to watch us when we wodd swim in the ocean. WMe she was 

sitting on the beach she wouId cal1 and wave to us. In this study, the physical therapists 

tended to communicate with the chiIdren and the parents only during the hydrotherapy 

sessions. There was little communication outside of the pool environment such as through 

telephone conversations, or interviews. During the hydrotherapy sessions, Mark's mother 

and brother observed him and Corey's parents observed her. They sat on a bench which 

was on the pool deck. The presence of parents and family in the pool setting had both 

positive and negative effects on the children's experiences in hydrotherapy. One bene& 

was that the presence of parents in the hydrotherapy setting aliowed the children to feel 

secure. Leoni said that with Mark ÿ o u  have to do a s d  job to kinda get him to do what 

you want. 1 thhic that when he got nervous he just looked to his security blanket, Mom" 

(Deceniber 21,1999). In addition, Ît was beneficial that the parents were present in order 

for the parents to cornmuniCate the child's feelùigs to the physical therapist. 

Dlaing one session Mark was swimrnhg in the deep end and said, "Hi Mon" His 

mother replied, 'W HiMark" He grabbed ont0 the wali near her and would not Swsn. She 

said, "Mark, go back and s-" Mark's mother lmew that hydrotherapy was a 

cornfortable and fàdiar enviromnent for him and so she encouraged him to keep 



swimmuig. Then she told the assistant physicd therapisî that Mark was able to float 

without his tube on. The assistant took off his tube and tried this activity with him. He 

was concentrathg on floating on his back. Mark's mother knew that he did not reaiïy 

want to get out of the pool because he enjoyed king in the water. However, Mark's 

mother felt that he was not king adequately chdenged at this time and was therefore 

clutching the wall. In this circumstance, it was extremely helpful to the physicd therapist 

that his mother suggested an activity that Mark enjoyed and that challengecl him. 

Since there was a language bamïer, the presence of Corey's parents was important 

in order to communiate with the physical therapists. Corey did not speak English but 

tried to communiate to the physical therapists in Cantonese. Corey's parents tramlated 

what she was saying to the therapists. On one occasion, Corey was sitting in an inflatabie 

g i d k  and was speaking in Cantonese to the physicd therapist. Her mother told the 

therapist that "Corey wants to go out of that." During another session, Corey swallowed 

a lot of water. The physicd therapist asked her mother to e x p h  to Corey that she 

should not drink the water. Corey understood and kept her mouth closed in the pool. It 

was exîremeIy important that Corey's parents were present in order to translate for Corey 

so that the physical therapists were able to undersbnd how she felt. As a result, the 

therapists could make chaogees to meet her needs and to teil Corey whm her behaviou. 

wasunsafe. 

There were other times when the presence of parents in the p l  set* had a 

negative influence on the children's expaiemes in hydrotherapy. During one 

hydrotherapy session, Mark e x p e r i e d  separation anxiety nom bis mother. When Janet 



Ied Mark away Eom his mother, he was crying- Mark said, '2 want M o r n y -  I want to go 

home." The physicai therapist got a towel to wipe his eyes. Ln the middIe of the session, 

Janet dowed him to bave a time when he was dowed to visit with his mom at the side of 

the pool for a few minutes. He stopped crying during this time but when it was time to 

resume the work with the physical therapist, he continued to cry. Ttiinking back on tbis 

series of events, Janet said: 

There was so much of a separation aruriety, that he didn't want to stay in the pooL He 

wanted Morny, Morny, Mommy. We don? know what the rest of the day was 

like for him, what was going on. He may have been tired. There was a lot of new 

peopIe too. I think it might have been a busy day (November 9, 1999). 

There were other times when Mark would ask the physical therapists ifhe could 

go over to his Morn to see her during the sessions. The physicai therapists aliowed him to 

swim over to the w d  where she was. When this occurred it was d.i.fEcuIt to get him to 

engage in the exercises again- On one occasion, Mark said, '7 want to swim to Morny." 

The physical therapist told him that he codd for a few minutes. When it was time for him 

to participate in the activities, he repeatedly said "Mammy". A physical therapist assistant 

helped out because Mark was on the verge of tears. She held his body and was swaying 

him from side to side. He kept saying, "Momrny". The next activity she tried to sing 'The 

Grand OId Duke of York' to him and he bad to stand up and sit down for certain parts of 

the song. The song did not disbract him lkom his mother and he continued Iooking at her. 

Next, she tried sin- 'Rubber Ducky' to 1iHa, however, the song was not able to hold his 

attention. Reflecting on this Janet said that "he is concentrating on where Mom is. Wbat 



she's doing and what his brother is doing" (November 9. 1999). The presence of Mark's 

mother in the pooi area infiuenced his experiences in hydrotherapy. At times, he was 

unhappy and distracted in the pooi because he wanted to be with his mother. 

In Corey's case, the presence of her parents in the pool setting did not negatively 

influence her experiences in the sessions. Commenting on the dynamics between Corey 

and her parents, Leora said that %he reaiIy enjoys pIaying. It's easier for her because she 

doesn't have the attachent to her parents. You take her away, she gets realiy invoIved in 

what she's doing at that timey7 (December 2 1, 1999)- There were a few instances where 

Corey was distracted by h a  parents. During one session, Corey was kicking her legs 

when she noticed her mom exithg the pool area. Corey foiiowed her mother to the 

doorway with a gaze and yelled "Mommy". Her mother said, ' T U  be back". Corey 

continueci swimming mil she saw her mother through the window. She was d g  

'Mammy, Mommy". Her mother stopped wafking- tumed around and waved at her. 

Corey was able to refocus on the physical therapist and contmued performùig her 

exercises. 



CHAPTER 5: RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

In chapter four, I provide descriptions of the children's experiences in 

hydrotherapy and identify the contextual factors which influenced their experiences at the 

Brookshire Treatment Centre. The data analyzed in this study revealed that Mark and 

Corey experienced independence, social development, and relaxation. Both of their 

experiences in hydrotherapy can be illustrateci dong several continua. 

The physical properties of water and the children's prior swimming experiences 

fàcilitated the children's independence in the water. When the children were in the 

hydrotherapy pool they could waIk independently and had the fieedorn to discover their 

environments. The abiiity to move fieely in the pool gave the chiidren a seme of 

autonomy and reinforced their ab'ility to master their environment. Mark was able to focus 

on the exercises and mderstood when he should exert his independence. Corey 

demonstrated her personal autonomy throughout the sessions and as a remit was unable to 

accomplish all of the goals set for her by the physical therapists. 

Mark and Corey haâ opportunities tc socially develop in the hydrotherapy pool. 

Mark interacted with otha chüdren and physicai îhetrtpisîs through phying games and 

having convets8tions with them, The group setting provided Mark with opportunities to 

enrich his language and communication skills. In Corey's case, there was or@ one other 

child in the pool when she attended hydrotherapy and as a r e d t  her interactions were 

mostiy with the physid thenipists and the assistants. She was able to learn English words 

through comunicating with them. 

Both of the children were able to relax their spastic muscles in the hydrotherapy 



pooL The fiterature suggests that the warrnth of the water reduces their spastic muscles 

and as a result chIldren can perform normal movement patterns (Campion, 1986). Mark 

was able to relax in the water by putting his head in the water and floating on his back. 

Contrary to Mark's experiences, Corey was unable to perform relaxing movements 

because she was excited and curious a b u t  her surroundings. She was so active and 

impulsive in the water that sbe was often unaware of her limitations. 

As 1 was analyzing the data of the children's experiences in hydrotherapy, 1 

discovered that the cMdre11 were duenced by speci6c factors. The fhctors fèll into two 

categories: the physical therapists and the environment. Factors in the physical therapisfs 

category included the role of the physical therapist, chüd-directeci activities, the goals for 

the children, and the discontinuity of the physicai therapists. Those factors which feil into 

the envÏ?onment category included the aquatic play mstnictional equipment, the presence 

of parents, the cMdren7s previous swimming experiences, and social interactions. The 

factors ttiat had a negative hûuence on the children's erq~riences in hydrotherapy were 

the discontinuity of the physical therapists, and the goals for the children. Those Eactors 

that had a positive influence on the chiidren's experiences were the aquatic play 

instructional equipment, the children's previous swimming experiences, social interactions, 

the role of the physid therapist, and child-directed activities. The presence of parents in 

the pool setting had a positive and negative ninuence on the children's experiences in 

hydrotherapy. 

This study was extremdy important because it provided a deeper understanding of 

the chil.dren7s experiences m hydrotherapy and the contexfaal &tors which influenced 



thei. expiences. Physical therapists shodd not assume that they understand the 

children's experiences in hydrotherapy sessions. The Lifeworld of a child has different 

experiences f?om the lifeworld of an adult. Lf physical therapists say that cMdren have 

positive experiences in hydrotherapy then they shodd know specïfïcally what is positive 

about the sessions and what is not positive for chikiren, Once physical therapists have this 

type of knowledge they will know how to act and respond to the children. Through 

examining Mhrk and Corey's experiences, 1 have outlined recommendations for the 

physical therapists in this shidy and for other physical therapists in other hydrotherapy 

programs who carry out exercises with preschool children wfio have spastic cerebral paLsy. 

In this chapter, 1 provide recommendations on what Îs appropriate for the children, what is 

worthwhüe for them in hydrotherapy, and provide directions for fùture studies. 

Directions for Future Research 

There has been a iimaed amount of research wbich has focused on hydrotherapy 

and preschool chüdren with spastic cerebral palsy. Most literature that is applicable must 

be extracted fiom research based on older or younger chiIdren, or children without 

disabilities. A substantial nunber of studies have been published on hydrotherapy for 

cMdren with cerebral palsy which have utilized a quantitative approach to research. The 

Qualitative approach used in îhïs study assisted in understanding children's experiences in 

water fiom a m r e  naturalistic and humanistic wntext rather t h  fiom medicd and 

cLinical contexts. 

There was a Iimited application of tbis study because there was a d sample 

group, ail of the chüdren attended the sarne treatment centre and worked wiîh the same 



physical therapists. However, this study provides valuable insights into the children's 

experiences in this type of therapy at this site. This type of research gives us "situational, 

perceptiveness, discernment, and depthfiil understanding" fVan Manen, 1990). 

Considering the Iack of research in this area and the limitations of this study, it is 

recommended that fùrther studies be conducted. Areas for friture study include: 

(a) What are the experiences of other preschool children with spastic cerebral palsy who 

participate in hydrotherapy? Further case studies of preschool children with spastic 

cerebral paisy at different hydrotherapy sites should be conducted. A cross-case adysis 

hcreases the potential for generdizing beyond this particular case. In addition, more 

research is needed to deepen the understanding of the experiences of preschool children 

with sprtstic cerebral palsy. 

@) What are the experiences for preschool children with other types of cerebral palsy who 

participate in hydrotherapy? Additional studies should focus on children who have ataxic 

and athetoid cerebrd palsy to determine iftheir experiences dXer fiom those children with 

spastic cerebral palsy. These cornparisons can lead to a general theory regardkg cerebral 

palsy and hydrotherapy. Thiç wodd d o w  health care professionals to more easily 

comprehend and serve cbildren wîth cerebral paisy who participate in hydrotherapy. 

(c) What are the expiences for idhts, cbildren in later childhood or adolescents with 

spastic cerebral paIsy who participate in hydrotherapy? Other research studies should 

focus on cbïidren in other age groups who participate m hydrotherapy. These 

cornparisons would allow the physical therapists who work with children with spastic 

cerebral paky to identw ways to stimulate them. In addition, the studies wouM help 



physicai therapists to have a better understandinp of the types of environments which are 

interesthg and appropriate for ali age groups. 

(d) Do the contextual &tors in this study influence the experience of other preschool 

children with spastic cerebrd palsy who participate in hydrotherapy? Further case studies 

would ident* ifthese factors influence other children in hydrotherapy and would 

recognize other fàctors which were not innuential on the chüdren in this study. 

(e) What would be Mark and Corey's experiences in hydrotherapy at another site? A 

cross-site analysis wuld examine ifMark and Corey would experience independence, 

relaxation, and have social interactions at a different hydrothempy pool. The researcher 

would be able to determine if the hdings £rom this study were specific to this particular 

site or ifthe kdings are consistent across many sites which would allow for a more - 

wqrehensive theory to be constnicted. 

( f )  I have designed a hydrotherapy scale which can be filled out by the physical therapists, 

children, or parents of participathg cMdren every 4 weeks ( s e  Appendix F). The 

purpose of this scaie is to provide physical therapists with an understanding of the 

chiidren's experiences in hydrotherapy. Having a comprehensive understanding of the 

children dows  the physical therapists to idente if the children's neeck are king met and 

ifthe expenences are positive or negative for them. Further studies codd assess the 

effèctiveness of this scale in determining whether it reflects the chüdren's experiences in 

hydrotherapy. 1s the hydrothempy scale adequate in determining the expaïences of 

preschool chiidren with spastic cerebraI palsy who participate in hydrotherapy? 

(g) How does the physical therapists' education influence the hydrotherapy programs? 



Each uni'versity may have a unique approach to educating physiçal therapists about 

hydrothr;tpy The philosophies of the schools and their professonal training may 

ïdiuence the physical therapists' hydrotherapy techniques. For example, a physicd 

therapist who, taught that a child shouid obtain specific goals each session will have a 

stnictuted program with intended goals. This style is wntrasted to the physical therapist 

who, taught to utilize hydrotherapy as a recreational activity, wiü have a relaxed and 

umtructured program, Future studies codd examine the correlation between the physical 

therapists' education and programs they desiga 

@) What are the experiences in other areas of the children's Lives such as in their 

preschool prograns or participation m other physical actMties while participating in 

hydrotherapy sessions? In this study there was a unidisciplinary system in which 

hydrotherapy was isolated fiom the other therapies and the classroom activities- Since 

there was a disconnection, it was diBEicdt to determine ifthe children's expmiences in 

hydrotherapy had an influence on other areas of the children's hes.  In a croçsdisciplinary 

fkimework, the different disciplines work together as a team Research could be 

conducted to examine if the chiIdren7s experiemes in hydrotherapy influence other areas 

of the chilàren's lives such as in their preschool programs or other physical activities. 

(0 What are the expenences of preschool chiIdren with spastic cerebrd palsy in 

hydrotherapy using a Merent type of thetapeutic program? In this study the physical 

therapists used a general therapeutic program to improve strength, joint mobility, and 

movement patterns. There are other p i n c  therapeutic programs such as the Bad Ragaz 

Method. The Bad Ragaz Method was developed in Germany but has been adapted and 



M e r  developed in Bad Ragaz, Switzerland. The physical thempist mves  the person's 

muscles and joints in diftierent positions. The body is supported by rings and is therefore 

in a floating position. The physical therapist then provides a fixation pint for the person 

while they move through the water either towards or away nom the physical therapist . 

Other studies could examine the children's experiences with this type o f  method. 

Recommendations 

During the last two years I have observed chüdren in two hydrotherapy programs; 

the f2st in my pilot project and now in this study. From my experiences with these 

hydrotherapy pro- and through careful review of the literature, 1 have outiiaed 

recommendations for hydrotherapy programs which are designed for preschool chüdren 

with spastic cerebrai palsy. These reçommendations are intended for reflection by 

. . 
teachers, administtrtors, parents, physical therapists, exercise therapists, and adapted 

physical activity specialists. 

The recomrnendations that 1 have suggesied may provide chxldren who have 

spastic cerebral palsy with opportunities to develop socially. This type of therapy can be 

conducted in group settings. Group settings provide oppominities for cbildren to enrich 

their ianguage and co1~11[~1uniation skllls. My recommendations for hydrotherapy 

programs may also provide children with experiences which are physically relaiicing. The 

properties of water wiil relax the spasticity in the children's muscles and decrease the 

sensitivity of nerve endings. As a result, children will be able to perform movements 

which are not possible for them on land such as walking and standing independently. 

- Children may be able to exert their independence and accomplish meanmgful tasks in 



hydrotherapy thereby enhancing their self-efficacy and self-concept. 

1 recornrnend that crck~disci~tuiary teamwork exist with the physical therapists 

who work in the hydrotherapy pool, the physicaI therapists on land, the occupational 

therapistso and the teachers- The educational system and health profession have changed 

dramatically over the years- Under the former system, teachers and heaith care 

professionais carried out services which were oniy within their discipline. The Brookshire 

Treatment Centre followed the unidisciplinary system in which the hydrotherapy sessions 

did not incorporate goals and techniques other than their own therapeutic techniques. 

This type of system uinuenced the children's experiences in hydrotherapy because 

expectations for the children were different when they attended school occupational 

therapy sessions, and physical therapy sessions on land. 

The traditional unidisciplinary system bas ken rephced by a new mode1 which 

emphasizes croçsdisciplùlary teamwork in which dBerent disciplines work together to 

devise assessments and programming for the cMd (Sherrïü, 1993). It is a holistic approach 

because it considers the child's development and Ieaniing process in a variety of settings. 

At the beginnmg of the year parents, teachers, and physica3 therapists are encouraged to 

meet to devise individudi& programs for each child The programs mclude the go& for 

a child in the classroom, in the hydrotherapy pool, and in other educational sethgs. The 

canyover of the goals in aU educational settmgs provides the consîstency for the childre~ 

The transition may be easier for the children when they attend school and then attend their 

therapies aAet school The program content, t e a c w  strategis, arid eqectations will 



have the same goals. 

Recommendarion 2: Maintain program continuiîy. 

1 recommend that children work with the same physical therapists while they 

participate in hydrotherapy. In my study, hydrotherapy was offered on Mondays in 

Septernber but switched to Tuesdays in the middle of Octo ber. As a result, the physical 

therapists who worked with the children also changed. Mark worked with three physical 

therapists and Corey worked with two over the course of this study. It took a few weeks 

for each chiid to becorne cornfortable with a new physical therapist. In addition, when the 

physical therapists switched, the goals for the children changed as weU. Each physical 

therapist had their own specific goais .to work on with the chiMren throughout the course 

of this study. 1 recommend that a child work with one physical therapist for the year in 

order to establish a stable and trusting relatioaship. In addition, the physid therapist can 

establish the chilci's goals and work with bmi or her toward meeting those goals. The 

therapist wiU be able to determine if the child has progressed over the sessions and wiU be 

able to idenw new goals. 

Recommendation 3: The vbsical theravists ' positive attitudes. 

In this study, the physical therapists were warm, niendly, and humourous m their 

interactions with the chddren. They hteracted with the chikiren by playing games and 

sin& with them. In addition, the physical therapists were coDStSLtltly using positive 

rehfbrcement and enthusiItmn with the children They creaîed an enviromnt that was 

relaxhg and amusiug for them. 1 recommend that physical therapists mmtam 
. . gregarious 

attitudes with the children in hydrotherapy. When the physicai therapists work with the 



children, they abandon their ro le as a physicai therapist and enter the chiIdren7s world. 

This will allow the children to feel cornfortable with the physicd therapists and as a result, 

they don't feel pressured to perform the exercises. 

RecornrnendutÏon 4: Child-directed activities. 

1 recornrnend that the physical therapist embed the chiId's individual goals in play- 

based activities. This type of semi-stnicured environment was effective at the Brookshire 

Treatment Centre because it had a positive influence on the ch.iidrenYs experiences in 

hydrotherapy. The children enjoyed hydrotherapy because it was joyfiil for them and there 

was no pressure on them For example, the physical tberapist provided the child with 

various activities and then the child selected what he or she wanted to do. When the child 

was engaged in the activity, the physical therapist's role was to follow the child's lead and 

interests. The physical therapist fàcilitated wmpletion of the activity by providmg 

support, and encouragement to the chüd. For example, if one of the goals that was set for 

a chüd was to Bicrease their leg strength, the child had the option of holding onto the wall 

and kicking their legs across the pool or to kick their legs dong with the doIl's legs. The 

child selected h m  one of the actMties which would help them to increase th& leg 

strength. The cidd was not pressured by the physical therapists to perform specific 

exercises and for a specifïed period of time. 

WRh this type of structure, m t  di of the goals can be met each session, however, 

the chiId can be assessed every few weeks to deternime ifthe goals have been attained 

When a child does anain a goal, new goals should be implemented. 1 reçommend that 

every few weeks the physid therapist shouki send home a note to the pments to notify 



them about the child's progress, htations, and experiences in the pool. Even though 

parents may be sitting on the pool deck while thek child participates in hydrotherapy, they 

may not be aware of the child's developments because they rnay have been reading the 

paper or taking with another parent. The note reinforces open communication between 

the parents and the physicd therapists. 

Recommendation 5: Aauatic play instructional euuipment, 

In this study and in my pilot project, aquatic instructional play equipment was used 

to maintain the children's attention in the water. 1 recommend that aquatic instructional 

play equipment be incorporatecl into hydrotherapy programs. There are several benetïts to 

using the equipment. First, when the children play wEth the equipment they are focused on 

it and are able to perform exercises for extended periods of tirne. The equipment can also 

be used to alleviate the children's fears of the water. The children may be distracted f?om 

the'i fear because they are focused on the equipment. In addition, it can be used to break 

up the surf'ace of the water for thase children who are ovenivhelrned by large surfaces. 

Providing SmaUer spaces for the children enables them to feel secure. The equipment can 

also be used as security props to help wmfiort children who rnay be afîaïd of the water. 

Lastly, the physical therapists canuse it to demonstrate to the chiid what exercises they 

should do. As demonstrated m this study, a physical therapist can perform the exmises 

on the doli to show the chilà. This will dow the child to have a better understandhg of 

what is expected h m  them especially ifthe cbild does not speak the same language as the 

physical thenipist. 

Children enjoy playiug with equipment when it's well maintained and mveL In the 



last few years there has been new aquatic equipment on the market such as aquatic mats, 

do&, and puppets. Recently, gynmastic mats have been used in the water with children 

who have disabilities. The foliowing are benefits derived Fom the mats: the mats can help 

raise the bottom of the pool through fioating on the water; and they can provide s e c m  

for a chiid who is fearful of the water and develop muscle strength and endurance by 

pushing or puiling the mat. Another activity that can be done with the mats is when a 

preschool chiId can jump fiom mat to mat in order to get over an irnagimry alligator in the 

swamp (Nearing, Vevea, & Johansen, 1995). 

The new insû-uctional play equipment can be integrated into a hydrotherapy 

program with traditional equipment. For example, a hoola hoop c m  be used in 

conjuncthn with fhtter boards. A child can hold onto a flutter board and kick theû legs 

wbde swimming through a bola hoop. When children are provided with equipment that 

they enjoy, they are motivated to play and interact with it. The proper usage of the 

equipmet lengthens the time the physicaI therapists can perform exercises with the 

children thus mcreasing the therapeutic benefïts h t  can be obtained Eom the sessions. 

Recommendafion 6: Social interactions. 

During the preschool years, there is extraordinary growth in language ab'rlities. 

Children iearn new words, inctease the length of thek sentences, and use abstract words at 

the preschool age (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997). Tbey q u i r e  these language skills 

through interacting with other children and aduhs. 1 reconmiend that hydrotherapy be 

conducted m group s e t a s .  In the water, play interactions with peers provide a naturai 

context which fosters coxnmuuication, language, and socid skills. Chiidren c m  sit beside 



each other on the stairs while practicing their exercises or play circle games in the water. 

These activities provide opportunities for children to tak with one another and to adults 

thereby enriching the chiIdren's language and social developments. 

By providing social interactions in hydrotherapy, children wiU be able to gain a 

sense of belonging to a group and develop ~endships. This helps build their self- 

confidence because they feel that they are accepted by their peers. in addition, cbildren 

can learn a second language through conversations wÏth the physical therapists and others 

amund them They can sing songs and act out the motions to the songs which will help 

them leam the rneaning of words and e-d their vocabuiary. 

Recommendution 7: Maintain open communication- 

A crossdisciplinary teamwork approach emphasizes wmmunication between the 

teachers, the physical therapists as well as with the children and parents. Parents shodd 

communicate to the physical therapists their expectations and goals for th& child and vice 

versa. In addition, it is Împortant that the physical therapist incorporate the parents' 

knowledge about their chüd into the sessions. Parents can provide information about the 

child's previous experiences in hydrotherapy, songs and games he or she enjoys, and 

previous surgeries or injuries the child has had. Sometimes a chüd's behaviour reflects 

problems of which the physical therapist is unaware, or a misundeelstanding that the 

therapist has about the child. For exampie, a cchü can be ccsing in the pool and want to 

get out. The mother can let the phpical therapist know that the chüd was sick the night 

before and got We sleep and that is why she is csing. If a physical therapist bas a deeper 

derstanding of the cbild, changes can be made to improve the therapeutic context for 



the child and find new ways to chalienge them. 

Parents cm cornmunicate with the physical therapists thro ugh person-to-person 

interviews, telephone conversations, taking with the physical therapist whde O bserving 

their child in the pool checklists, and written no tes. For exarnple, if a child is h a h g  

pro blerns in school, the parent can set u p  an interview with the physical therapist. The 

physical therapist c m  Men to the parene's concem as weli as suggest some ideas as to 

how to integrate the child socidy in the pool. A few weeks later the parent can foliow up 

the meeting with a note to the physical tnerapist, thanking them for their input or letting 

them know ifthe child has benefited Grorai their suggestions. Physical therapists are 

motivated to do a better job when they m e  supported and appreciated. 

The hydrotherapy scale which I have devised can also promote commUIUcation 

between the physical therapists and the parents (see Appendix F). Each month the parents 

can fill out the scale and then return it to the physical therapists. The scale provides 

information about the parents' perceptioms of the child's feelings in regard to 

hydrotherapy. Thus, the physical therapEsts will have a better understanding of the 

children so that appropriate changes can -be made to the program. 

1 aiso recommend that the phys id  therapists rnaintain open cornInunication with 

the children to have a better sense of theEr experiences in hydrotherapy. When children are 

young, it is H c u l t  to encourage them t o  express their feelings in a f o d  interview. 

There are other available methods to achieve this end including conversations, drawings, 

and interviews with props which may elicit information ftom them- These methods sustain 

children's attention more a d y  because d e y  have something tangi'ble to focus on The 



implementation of these recommendations d l  d o  w the physicd thera~ists to understand 

ifthe child's needs are being met and ifthe contexts are suitable for him or her through 

communicating with them 

Conclusion 

This research project has indicated that two preschoo 1 children with spastic 

cerebral palsy had comparable yet unique experiences in hydrotherapy. Both of the 

children experienced independence, social deveIopment, and relaxation in the pool. Their 

experiences in hydrotherapy reflected different points dong continua. There were 

contextual &tors that iduenced the children's experiences m hydrotherapy. When 

certain factors were present, the chiMren had positive experiences in the pool and there 

were specific factors which had a negative influence on their experîences in hydrotherapy. 

The children's experiences in hydrotherapy reflected my mernories of being in the sea with 

m y  brothers. I remember the sea as exhilarating, serene, and soothing. However, our 

memories and experiences in the sea are unique to each of us. 

It is extremely important to have an understandhg of the children's experiences in 

hydrotherapy rather than just providing them with this therapy. Having a deeper 

underSfaLldinp of the children's experiences in hydrotherapy, we can appreciate what the 

children enjoy, isolate things that are developmmtally appropriate for them, and iden- 

niaors that have positive and negative influences on  the^ exprienees. In addition, by 

. . 
becoming aware of the children's conte- and experiences, we can provide oppominaiff 

for the children to develop socially, mtellectually, and physidly. We are able to o b t h  a 

holistic understanding of the children which seem to be absent fian the medicalized and 



bureaucratized spheres of We. 
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Appendix A 
Letters of Informed Consent 

Dear Parent/ Guardian, 
I would Iike to invite your son or daughter to participate in a research study. I am 

undertaking for partiat fülfiHment of the requirements for my Master's of Science degree (Physical 
Activity S tudies) at the University of Regina (Regina, Saskatchewan)- This research study will 
examine the following questions: 1 ) what are the experiences of preschool children with spastic 
cerebral palsy who participate in hydrotherapy?; and 2) what are the experiences in other areas of 
the children's Iives such as in their preschool programs or when they participate in other physical 
activities while participating in hydrotherapy sessions? 

There are several rasons why the researcher is interested in researching preschoot 
children with spastic cerebral palsy and hydrotherapy, Research is needed on children between the 
ages of three to five years and hydrotherapy. There has been a tirniteci amount of research in this 
are& The research that bas been conducted in this area tends to focus on children fkom a medical 
and ciiriical perspective. I am interestai in studying children fiam a more subjective approach by 
having an undastanding of the children's experiences in a more naturalistic and humanistic 
context. 

The study will take place fiom September 1999 until February 2000 during the regular 
hydrotherapy sessions, Data wili be gathered through observing the children in hydrotherapy 
sessions, interviewing the therapist and the children. 1 will be taking photographs of the children 
over the course of the study. 

in keeping with the University of Regina requirements, every precaution wili be taken in 
the course of the study to ensure the confidentiality of data. Al1 data colIected will be kept 
confidentid, with access limited to myseIf, my supervisor (Dr, Mary Bluechardt) and the members 
of my thesis committee. The names of the children, the therapists, and the rehabilitation centre wilf 
be given pseudonyrns to protect anonymity. The research study will not involve any foreseeable 
harm or risk to the children- You have the choice as to whether your child participates in this 
tesearch project. ShouId you consent for your child to participate, your child is fkee to withdraw 
fiom the study at any tirne. The physical therapists and the parents of the participants will be able 
to see copies of the interview transcripts upon request. When the thesis is wmpleted the parents of 
the participants and the physical therapists wili be able to obtain a copy of the findings fiom the 
researcher by contacting her at (905) 881-9435. Others interested in the findings of the study will 
be able to obtain a copy through the Faculty of Physical Activity Studies at the University of 
Regina. Audio-tapes, transcripts and photographs wiU be destroyed five years d e r  completion of 
the study. Photographs will remain the property of the researcher, although copies will be provided 
to the parents of the child or the rehabilitation centre upon request with permission of 
parent/guardian. 1 will be supervised by Dr. Mary Bluechardt fiom the University of Regina. This 
project was approved by the Human Subjects Ethics Coumittee, University of Regina. if 
participants or the parents of the participants have any questions or concerns about their rights or 
treatment as research participants, they may contact the Chair of the Research Ethics Cornmittee at 
(306) 585-4461. 

S incerely, 

Jennifêr Appleby 
(905) 88 1-7673 



Parental Consent Form 

Title: A Case Study of the Experîences of Preschool Children with Spastic 
Cerebral Paisy in Hydrotherapy 

1, (Parenmuardian name), parent / guardian of 
(Child's name), hereby g a n t  consent for my child to participate in the 

research project being conducted by Jennifer Appleby and supervised by Dr. Mary Bluechardt as 
outlined in Jennifer Appleby's letter dated . 1 understand the folIowing: 

1. The purpose of the study is to examine: 1) The experiences of preschool children with spastic 
cerebral palsy who participate in hydrotherapy; and 2) the experiences in other areas of the 
children's Iives such as in their preschool programs or when they participate in other physical 
activities while participating in hydrotherapy sessions. 

2-1 understand that data will be collectecl through obsenring my child in his or her therapy 
sessions, by taking pictures of my child and interviewkg myself, my child and the health care 
professionals that work with my child- 

3.1 understand that J d e r  Appleby, Dr. Mary Bluechardt and the members of her thesis 
cornmittee will have access to the data that is coliected. 

4. 1 understand that participation in thiç study is voluntary, that my son or daughter can withdraw 
at any time without repercussions. 

5. 1 f ' e r  understand that the names of my child, the rehabilitation centre and the professionals 
will remain anonymous- 

6. The research study will not involve any foreseeable risk or harm to the child, 

7. Data will be destroyed five years &er completion of the study. 

8. The physical therapists and the parents of the participants will be able to see copies of the 
UiteMew traoscripts upon request. When the thesis is completed the parents of the participants 
and the physical therapists will be able to obtaïn a copy of the findings from the researçher by 
contacthg her at (905) 881-9435. Others interested in the fmdings of this study will be able to 
obtain a copy tbrough the Faculty of Physical Activity Studies at the University of Regina 

9. Photographs will remain the property of the researcher, althwgh copie will be provided to the 
parents of the child or the rehabilitation centre upon request with permission of parentlguardian 
Photographs will not be used for future publications. 

10. This study has been appmved by the University of Regina Human Ethics Conmittee, 
University of Regina and Brookshire Treatment Centre. 

(Parent/Guardian signature) 



(Researc her's signature) 
(905) 88 1-7673 

I f  participants or parents o f  the participants have any questions or concem about their rights or 
treatment as research participants, they may contact the Chair of the Research Ethics Cornmittee at 
(306) 585-446 1. 

Should there be any questions regarding this study please contact Dr. Mary BIuechardt fiom the 
Faculty of Education at (306) 585-4372 or at the Faculty of Education 

University of Regina 
Regina, Saskatchewan 
S4S OA.2 



Letter of Inforrned Consent 

Dear P hysical Therapist, 
woutd Iike to invite you to participate in a research study 1 am undertaking for 

partiai fulfillrnent of the requirements for my Master's of Science degree (Physical Activity 
Studies) at the University of Regina (Regina Saskatchewan), This research study will examine the 
folIowing questions: 1) what are the experiences of preschool chiidren with spastic cerebral paky 
who participate in hydrotherapy?; and 2) what are the experiences in other areas of the chi1drenys 
lives such as in their preschool progmrns o r  when they participate in other physical activities while 
participating in hydrotherapy sessions? 

There are several reasons why the researcher is interested in researching preschool 
children with spastic cerebrat palsy and hydrotherapy. Research is needed on children between the 
ages of  three to five years and hydrotherapy. There has been a limiteci arnount of research in this 
area. The research that has b e e ~  conducted in this area tend to focus on children h m  a more 
medical and clinical perspective. 1 am interested in studying children from a more subjective 
approach by having an understanding of the children's experiences in a more naturaIistic and 
humanistic context, 

This study will take place fiom September 1 999 until December 1 999 during the 
regular hydrotherapy sessions. Data will be gathered through observing the chiidren in 
hydrotherapy sessions, interviewhg the therapists, and the children, I will be taking photographs 
of the children over the course of the study. 

In keeping with the University of Regina requirements, every precaution wilI be 
taken in the course of the study to ensure the confidentiality of data. Al1 data collected will be kept 
confidential, with access limiteci to myself, my supervisor (Dr. Mary Bluechardt) and the members 
of  my thesis cornmittee. The names of  the children, the therapists, and the rehabilitation centre will 
given pseudonyms to protect anonymity. The research study wilI not involve any foreseeable harm 
or risk to the children. The physical therapists and the parents of the participants will be able to 
see copies of the interview transcripts upon request, When the thesis is completed the parents of 
the participants and the physical therapists will be able to obtain a copy of the findings fiom the 
researcher at  (905) 881-9435. Others interested in the findmgs of the study will be able to obtain a 
copy through the Faculty of Physical Activity Studies at  the University of Regina. Audio-tapes, 
transcnpts and photographs wilI remain the property of  the researcher, although copies wiI1 be 
provided to the parents of the child or the rehabilitation centre upon request with permission fiom 
the parentdguardians. 1 will be supervised by Dr. Mary Bluechardt fiom the University of Regina. 
This project was approved by the Human S ubjects Ethics Cocnmitttee, University of Regina. if 
participants or  the parents of the participants have any questions o r  concems about their rïghts or 
treatmnt as research participants, they may contact the Chau o f  the Research Ethics Committee at 
(306) 585-4461. 

1, (Physical Therapist), hereby consent to participate in the research 
project being conducted by Jennifer Appleby and supervised by Dr. Mary Bluechardt- 

(Physical Therapist signature) 



Photograph consent form 

Title: A Case Study of the Experiences of Preschool Children w 
Palsy in Hydrotherapy 

ith Spastic Cerebral 

1 have participated in a research project conducted by Jennifer Appleby and 
superviçed by Dr. Mary Bluechardt. 1, (P hysical 
Therapist 's name or Parent/Guardian7s name), hereby grant consent for Jennifer Appleby 
to do the foilowing: 

To include copies of the pho tographs of myseif in Jennifer Appleby's Master's of Science 
Thesis, po tential publications, and presentations at professionai forums. Only those 
photographs taken by Jennifer Appleby which are on the attached sheet will be used. The 
photographs will be used for acadernic purposes and not for financial gain. 

I certi@ that I have received a copy of this consent form. 1 understand that signing this 
consent form is voluntary and that refusal to sign this consent form will not result in any 
repercussions. This project was approved by the Research Ethics Board, University of 
Regina. If participants have any questions or concems about thei. rights or treatment as 
subjects, they may contact the Chair of the Research Ethics Board at (306) 585-446 1. 

(Parent/Guardian signature) 

(date) 



Appendix B 

Approaches to Aquatic Programs 

- PhiIosophies - Attitudes 
- Rotes - Professional training 

Recreational Ap proac h to 
Aquatics ! 

Goriis: Play, fiin, improve swimming skills, 
and  water saf* skills. 

StafE Adapted aquatic insiructors, aides, 
and volunteers. 

Methods: Safety skills, aquaîic games, 
inclvernent exploration, and water adjustment- 

Lcmations: Recreational or community 
setpings, 

Errinmple: B l o o ~ e w  Macmillan Cenîre 

Child with a 
Disability 

- Needs and abilities are 
considered. 

Therapeutic Approac h 
to Aquatics 

Goals: improve joint mobility, 
inaease muscle strength, rnovement 
patterns, and endurance. 

StafE Physid therapists, physical 
therapisî assistants. 

Methods: Anaiornical movements, 
developmental sequaicing, and 
progressive exercises. 

Locations: Physid therapy 
deparûnents, or medical 
thgapeutic settings. 

Example: '%r&hire Treatment 
Centre7' 

Aquatics 

Goals: Play, h, daily living skills, carryover of the 
goais eom other firnctiaial settings to the pool, and 
promote s o c i ~ m .  

Staff: Reaeational and therapeutic program staff. 
Al1 working to plan and implement the aquatic program. 

Metbods- Recreatimal and therapeutic methods. Positioning, 
developmental techniques, and basic thenpeutic management. 

Location: Recreationai, educational or îherapeutic settings- 

Example: "Wyoming Rehabilitation Centre" 



Appendix C 

Participant Interview Question Guide 

Parents 

1. How long has your son or daughter participated in hydrotherapy? 

2. Have you ever observed your son or daughter participating in hydrotherapy? 

3. Does your son or daughter enjoy hydrotherapy sessions? Why or why no t? 

4. How does you son or daughter feel about going into a swimming pool? 

5. Do you think your son or daughter benefits sockdly fiom hydrotheqy sessions? Why 
or why not? 

6. Do you think hydrotherapy has had an impact in other areas of your child's Mie such as 
in school or when he or she participates in other physical activities? 

7. Are there any noticeable changes in the way your son or daughter feels about himself or 
herself after they attend hydrotherapy sessions? 

8. Have you observed any changes in the way your child moves since he or she started 
hydro therapy? 

9. Do you think hydrotherapy has had an impact on your child's self-confïdence? Why 
or why not? 

10. Does your child mention hydrotherapy at all? If so, when? 

1 2. Does your child go in a swimming pool besides during hydrotherapy sessions? 

12. How does your son or daughter react ifyou tell them that they are going into the 
swimmùlg pool? 

Intemew Guide for the Phvsical Therapists 

1. Does the child enjoy participating in hydrotherapy? Can you provide some examples? 

2. How does the child respond when it is time to go in the water? 

3. How do you thnik hydrotherapy has impacted the child physically? 

4. How long have you been workuig with the chîld? 

5. Do you work with the child outside of the pool? If so, doing what? 



6. What type of social experience do you think the chiId has when he or she participates 
in hydro therap y? 

7. How does the child respond to doing exercises in the water? 

8.1s there anything he or she is scared of in the water? 

9.1s there anything that has surprised you about working with him / her in the water? 

10. What activity does the chiid enjo y most in the hydrotherapy pooI? 

1 1. What does the child not enjoy doing in the hydrotherapy pool? 

12. How does the cMd react when it is tirne to get out of the pool? 

13. Does the child mention hydrotherapy or the swimming pool at any other times during 
the day? 



Appendix D 

Signed Ethics Forms 

To Whom T t  May C3ncs.n: 

Re: Research Proposcl 

1 wrife :O c d  i rm that  1 have reviewed Jennifer Appfeby's proposal to conducf a rueorch 
study a i  t h e  teiefits of  hydro~herapy in a preschool child with Cerebral Paky a t  It 
iç p r a ~ c s e d  t h c t  :ho study will b e ~ i n  in Septernber 1999 coinciding with t h e  resurnption af 

Hydrotherapy Prooram. 1 am writing t a  inforrn you that Jennif er's propasal has 
been r ~ v i e w e d  and cpproved. We foui< io~.vard t a  cothboroting w i t h  h e r  in this venture.  

Yaurs sincerely, : 

X.C. -. - . .  - - Correspondmce 
as 



D A f  E: 

7-0: 

FROM: 

Re: 

J. Appleby 
45 Ladyslipper Court 
Thornhill, ON 
L3T 2S6 

T_ Hadjistavropoulos, Ph-D. 
Chair, Research Ethics Board 

A Case Study of t h e  Experiences of Preschool Children with Spastic Cerebral Palsy in 
Hydrotherapy 

Please be advised that the University of Regina Research Ethics Board has considered this proposai 
and has agreed that it Ts: 

ACCEPTABLE AS SUBMITTED Only applicants with this designation have ethical 
approval to proceed with their research as described in their applications. The Tnf- 
Council Policy Sta tement on Ethical Conduct for Research lnvoiving Humans requires 
t h e  researcher to send the Chair of the REB annual reports and notice of project 
conclusion for research lasting more than one year (Section 1 F). ETHICAL 
CLEARANCE MUST BE RENEWED BY SUBMllTlNG A BRlEF STATUS REPORT 
EVERY TWELVE MONTHS. CLEARANCE WlLL BE REVOKED UNLESS A 
SATISFACTORY STATUS REPORT IS RECEIVED. 

2. ACCEPTABLE SUBJECT TO CHANGES AND PRECAUTIONS (SEE ATTACHED). 
Changes must be sufirnitted to the REB and subsequently approved prior to 
beginning research. Please address the concerns raised by the reviewer(s) by 
means of a supplementaw memo to the Chair o f  the REB. Do not submit a new 
application. Once  changes are deemed acceptable, approval will be granted. 

3. UNACCEPTABLE AS SUBMITTED. Please contact the Chair of t h e  RES for advice 
o n  how the  project proposal rnight be revised. 



Appendix C 

Thematic Analysis of Mark's Experiences in Hydrotherapy 

Independence 

- 

"1 think he had that 
Eeedom of movement and 
that feeling of not k i n g  
pulled down by that tone as  
much. A little bit more 
independent in the pool but 
he  stilI needs some sort of 
device to be independent" 

Mom 

Janet 

L'aura 

h m  

Obsem tions 

"1 guess he really liked to 
go on his tummy and 
kick-. . . ' ~ e  was ceriaidy 
gohg into îhe deep end and 
wanted to." 

- Moved indepaidently 
with a flotation tube 
on- 

- Ran m deep end 
- Waked in the shallow 

end independently. 
- Achievedgoals 

independently wfiich 
were set fot him by the 
physical therapists. 

Relaxation 

"He took swimmhg 
lessons once a week for an 
hour. W e  have a 
swimming pool too. Plus 
we have a cottage." 
"1 don7 t think he's really 
afiaid. 1 think he cm put 
his head in, He does that in 
swirnmùzg lessons. So, 1 
don? think that fear is a 
major problem for W." 
"He loves the water and he 
enjoys moving around 
playing and dl that h d a  
îhing." 

Tach week 1 d d  see, he 
felt corn fortable and I 
guess there's an element of 
nust there. He was a Iittle 
more relaxed." 

"What is reaiIy neat is 
*en he com& into the 
ceriter, hae fm therapy, 
he's always talking about 
coming to swimming. He 
is not reludant to go into 
the pool, and its not L i .  he 
puts up with a füss. He just 
cornes right in." 
- Floating on his back 

with head tilted back 
and eyes closed, 

- Took his tube off and 
f i  oated independmtly. 

- Performed structured 
activities. 

Social Interactions 

"He responds to questions 
like when you ask hirn his 
narne. 1 'ink he's very 
brigtit But in terms of hirn 
actualIy k ing  chatty with 
me not for the first hvo 
timesn 
"If he has the toys and you 
take them away and put 
them cm the side of the 
pool, he wants rnommy 
nefit awav." 
"He certainly se&ed to 
becorne more verbal each 
tirne and became a little 
more aware of d e r  people 
and took îhe initiative to 
even try to talk to hem the 
third session-'' 
"Last t h e  he seemed to go 
without those litîle great 
t o p  you br-t in-" 
"1 think it's probably more 
interaction with the 
îherapist than with the 
other kids. 1 can't think of 
him playing with îhe other 
kids." 

- Shy for the first few 
weeks. 

- Does not speak a lot 
and held E d e  and B.J.. 
dolls. 

- As the weeks went by, 
he aigaged in 
conversation with the 
physical tfie~apists and 
other children, 
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Thematic Analysis of Coreyys Experiences in Hydrotherapy 

Independence 
"She can walk much easier 
in the water. She can do 
things easier in the water- 
in some ways that would 
heIp her self-con fidence." 

"She was not really aware 
ofher limitations. Her 
judgement seemed to be 
affected, She would just 
go without any caution or 
know her limitation." 

"She enjoyed determinhg 
for herself what activity to 
go to next, I think she likes 
the ability to do a whole 
bunch of things and then 
you build your therapy 
with thaL" 
"1 thïnk for Corey, 
something that shows her 
com fort is she feels she c m  
exert decision-making. 
Like she is very definitive 
about what she wants to 
do." 
- Wore water wings. 
- Walked in the shallow 

end independently. 
- Retrieved toys out of 

the bucket on her own. 
- When she was having 

difficulty with an 
exercise, she switched 
to a new activity 
instead of caryhg out 
the planned exercise. 

Relaxation 
"When she was about 2 or 
3 years old she received 
hydrotherapy in her schooI 
Ui Hong Kong. It lasted for 
about 2 to 3 rnonths, about 
once a week." 
'You have to be able to do 
cartwheels if you wanted 
her to accornpkh 
something in the first few 
seconds. Her attention 
would go to something 
else-" 
"She was constantly 
seeking out a different 
activity. Constantly on the 
lookout for other things, 
not so much other people, 
other things she could play 
with." 
"(the changes in her 
behavior were) an irtcrease 
in corn fort in the pool. 
Also, with the therapists. 
Being more adventurous 
and explorative." 

- Whenfloatingonher 
back, she sat up 
imrnediately. 

- Distracted by objects 
around her. 

- Performed stnictured 
activities for a short 
period of time. 

Social Interactions 

assistant to learn 
English words. 

- Played with one other 
child during the last 
few sessions. 




